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predOlll1nates • COIIIII.On possession of large family' estates, whether in the form
of landed propertY' or business interests, is another characteristic feature of
the Joint-familY.
Ancestor-rite and prayers associated with this rite constitute a basis
of joint-familY life .10 According to the Rig ~ (i.e., the Hindu religiOUS
JQthological scriptures) the spirits of tbe ancestors are supposed to be
living UIlder lC1ng Yama, the god of death.

On

supplication and ancestor-rites,

King Yama visits the grieved relatives and brings them "llberation and salva-

tion."

This Mcester-rite

It.IQ'

be perfOl"Jlled either in an elaborate form, with

.

the Br8lmd.n priests presiding, or in the staple form, without the Brabra1n
priests .ll In the earlY stages of ancestor-~i te, daughters were allowed to
perform: this dutY', but during the period when the ancester-rite ceremonies
became elaborate and cOJllplicated, the sons alone vere regarded as el1pble for
ottering oblations and pr&J8rs for the ancestor spirits.
Thus the emphasis on "giving birth to a son"
joint family' llfe.

C8Jlle

into the focus of the

As the individual 'a debts to his ancestors and. to his com-

munitY' were emphasized, his obllgation to "stve birth to a son" became greater,
because one's son bY' offering ancestor-rite (to one attar one's death, and)
to one'. ancestors, would help them in their "spiritual march."

Hence the

Hindi term for son is putra (one who saYeS ) , derived from ~ (salvation).
Therefore the presence of a male child in the faadlY' is considered extremely

lOahurye, G. S.,

FaII1ly!!!!!!!!'!!! Indo-Europan Culture (BoJIlbq, 1955).

llfte Brahmins are traditionallY' the priestly' caste and rel1stous teachers in India: see Morris E. Opler, Vill.aJ! !!!!.! !! Borth India (Chic 8.80 , 1950 )
pp. 280-88.

8
important for the salvation of a Hindu, and his place in the Indian jointfamily is

80

elevated that prooreation beoo_s a duty in the interest of both

the family and the OClllllUni ty.

So the Hindu way of 11t. in the joint-family

1noludes three JaOst 1mportant steps for every 1nclividual: to get marr1ed, to
have a son or sons, and to perform the aneestor-rites. 12
COIIDlOn property constitutes the seoond basis of jOint-t&1l1.ly.

Through

the ages there have been oonsiderable variations in property rights, yet it
has remained a. most important ccamon bond ot the joint-family.

Custoaarily,

property is divided with the consent of the father during his 11fe-tiM, yet
the authority of the father over the family :troperty 1s accepted by all
bers of the family.

MIl-

In this respect the Hindu society shows a profound under-

standing ot the nature of t8ll1ly property and its influenoe on tamily relations.

In order to lI&intain a balance in suoh social relations, the Hindu

SOCiety, for oenturies, theoretically upheld and supported. the right of the
individual to property, but always preterred its joint ownership and utillzation as a practical way out.
'!'he acoumulation of property by the family, espeoially property in land,

aceentuates the .ense of family unity.

The farmer gets a labor force by be-

getting children and. by 'bringing relatives into the household, thus inoreasing
the size ot the tatly.

There is thus an eoonomio induoement for the joint-

tamily to remain oohe.ive and to grmr in size.

In an qricultura.1 society,

property in land is highly valued and traditionally division of land is oonsidered bad, partly beoause small units beocae uneconomic and are insuffioient

l2For a load desoription ot the rituals in an Indian Village see Shyama
C. Dube, Indian Vil.lap (London 1955-), pp. 96-130.
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to support a fud.ly.
A distinctive feature ot the Hindu joint-family is the joint residence of
several married brothers who share equall:y' in the family property.
M1 ta.kahara law,

SODS

Under the

could uk tor partition of the ance.tral proprty, but

the inherent risht ot each individual. in the joint property was not disturbing
in the pa.t, because it vu not exerci.ed, whereas at present suits for :partition are common. l ,
N1IIkott and Gore 14 reu.rk that when we look for coaaon values in the

joint-tamily, we are at once led to the occupation ot a.criculture, which is
coaaon for all the IUIIlbers ot the fam1ly.

larIl1q i. a non-individualizing

.

occupation because: (a) all the . . . .rs ot the tamily depend UJOn the family
for _plOyMnt and econCllic support, and not upon diftrsi:t'1e4 outside employment; (b) the l.a.r.u1 and the houaeholcl provide work tor all the able-bodied,
the young and the old, and no one is differentiated as u.neaployedJ and (c) the
labor is generally unpaid labor, and the absence of moDeY _ans tbere is no
objective _asure tor differentiating the contribution ot the 41tterent workers even it there were a sipiticant ditterence, wll1ch is quite unlikely in
the collectiva pursuit ot a.cricul.ture.

So the work on the land fosters the

sense ot JOintne.. in the tamily.
Ma.rriye in Rural India
Marriage i8 an event ot great sipiticance in rural .ocietie•• 15

It is

13N1m1roft and Gore, p. 30.
14Ibid ., p.

29.

15t.targaret C01"II8Ck gives an excellent description ot marriage &8 a
social-rel1gious rite: ~ Hindu Woman (Bew York, 195'), pp. 121-30.
See
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not only an event in which the f8lllilles involved participate, but 1 t 1s also
an occasion when the entlre village considers lt an essential duty to provide
every assistance.

The _nfolk trOll the villaae of the 11"0011 a.ccoapany him to

the bride'. village where the actual marriage ceremony takes place after which
they return to their vi1lap v1th both the bride and groca.

All this takes

three to four days depending on the distance between the villaps of the two
parties.

But the :point is that marr1ale is the concern of the entire village

and this concern still continues.

Marriaae in India follows the principles of v1l.lap exOCBDlY and
caste endogamy, that is, a man IlUSt get a wife troa another vill.age
but from hi. own caste. This is the traditional arraapment. Even
in the cities at preset, where the OCCllpational cOIlpODent of caste
has UD4ergone considerable change, the marital ea.ponent is aore
reSistant to change. Intracaste M1Tiaae reinforces the joint...
family. She is the strancer ill the group, the alien element, the
potentially disruptive eleaent. Since caste is a set of behavior
patterns, intraeaste u.rri~ adda an 1n4lvldual to the group who
is llkely to be barILonlous.
In marriaae caste rules are very strlctly observed and lntercaste aarriaae
is alaost unknovn .17 Vlolatlng caste rules in u.rriap means the severe penalty of social ostracisa.

The usual practice to marry outside one's own.

vlllage is upheld by the bellef that a wa..n far fram her }l8.rent' s home can
be better controlled.

It is also required by group exogamy sanctioned by

religiOUS and social custc:.s.
Marriages were always arranged by the family, and these ensured a dis ...
tinct measure of cultural and religious similarity between the marriage

also Prabhu, pp. 16'-72.

l.6wiakott and Gore, p. '1.
17Prabhu, p. 154.
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partners, sinee sllch aa.rriaces aenerally toolt place Yith reference to caste,
religion and social status.
While selecting a partner the main consideration of the parents was to
see that the selected spouse would fit into the f'amily lite and pattern.

The

Hindu DharIIsutras (1.e., the Hindu religiOUS and moral code) give a long list

ot qualities to be looked tor in a bride at the time of' se1ection. 18 It in81sts that the family of' the spouse be known to continue the Hindu cultural
tradition.

It also

rec~nds

that inquiries be lIIIde into the tamily of the

spouse to the extent ot four or even five generations on both sides.

Family

background vas thus an iIlportant tactor in the selection ot a spouse, and it
still continues to have some importance Yi th

JBany

Hindus.

FrequentlY' the

idea is to ascertain that the tamily is held high in 80cial estimation tor its
standard ot living, material as well as cultural.

Traditionally the choice

was lett to the parents, and a partner in marriage had little voice in settling
it; but lI&1Tiage di4 not otten prove unhaPPY' because the parents were verycareful and even tastid.1ous in selecting the spouse tram "proper tamilies,"
and. "the social ideals

ot lIal"riage

and the joint-f'amily organization af'torded

li ttle chance tor clash of' interests or ideology-. ,,19
Parents usually try- to get their daughters aarried as soon as theY' reach
pubertY'.

Otten it vas even earlier.

An iapetus vas given to earlier mar-

riages bY' attaching social prestip:
It was the sign of' one's attlucence or status to get one's
child. betrothed betore she reached the ace ot PlbertY'. It vaa
a matter of' pride and pre.tige that one's child was sought atter

~.M. Kapadia, Marriage ~ Fa1Dill !! India

-

19n1cl.

(Bo1IIb&.y'

1955), p. 136.
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at a tender ace. UDler the operation of these various forces
early marr1aps bec. . aore popule.r and With the pulsing of time
the practice becaae so ccapell1ng that a departure from it was a
matter of SOCial disapproval and even of soc1al disgrace. 20
In case of marr1ages at a tender age, the girl cont1nues to l1ve With
her parents thus avoiding cohab1tation with her husband, until the t1ae sbe
atta1ns puberty.

Th1s great haste 1n marrying off gtrls ao

to religiOUS beliefs and to aocial customs.

70UDg

1s due both

Many parents feel that a grown

unmarr1ed daughter 1n the home 1a alW818 a source ot danger and therefore it
ia best to get her marr1ed soon.

Virg1n1 ty at marriage is considered a badge

ot respectab1l1ty.21 The h1gher cast.s are otten more part1cular about early
marr1age than the others.

Some lover

caste'~1n

their attempt to climb up

the soc1al lsdd.er, obaerve the accepted customs regarding the age of marriage,
etc., more caretul.l.y', and 1n some cases even out-do the upper cutes in such
observancea • The lower cutea in their 1111tat10n ot the higher have sometimes
outstripped them by contracting marr1age even betore the birth ot the child.
Betrothal ot ch1ldren when they wre in the womb and their marriage at an
early age was not in their cue troublesome u they all.oveCl widow remarriage,
whereas the uJ)plr castes discouraged Widow remarriage.
A word about the aoc10-psychological aspect ot ear17 marr1age.

After

marr1age the bride comes to Uve in the joint-tam117 ot her husband and becomes a _bar ot it.

There she

C0W8S

into contact with persons who do not

know her and whom she does not mow. There 1s the possib1lity ot conflict
between her and her elders with respect to habits, attitudea, social etiquette,

-

2Orb1d., p. 145.
21Prabhu, Hindu Social Organization, p. 15'.

1,
dress, and a number ot other things.

As she is expected to behave properly to

add to the prestige ot her tather's tamily, and proper behaviour 1Dlp1ies obedience to her husband, his parents and his elders, she has to live in and
acquire their tastes.
"assertive. "

She cannot be, rather she is not expected to be,

The usual pattern ot behaviour between the husband and wite is

that ot the dominance at the tOrMr over the latter.

A frequent pattern ot

behaviour between the da.ulhter-in-law and mother-in-law is otten that ot contlict.

The mother-in-law sometiMS assumes the role ot a harsh "tukll1stress"

so as to show the new bride that she is still the mistress, and unless the
daughter-ln-law is very taottul or

eubservie~t

to the wiebes ot her mother-

in-law the two are unlikely to be ln aocord with each other. 22 And in this
pattern at conflict the mother-in-law had the socially recognized dominant
role.

The young

lirl thus not

~

tinds herself in untamiliar and at times

contlicting surroundings, but 1s Bade to realize at the first opportunity the
dom1.natina role ot her mother-in-law in the li1'e she now beSins.
Since the daughter-in-law is eventually expected to run the taaily, a.
certain amount 01' power struggle gradually develops between the daughter-lnlaw and the mother-in-law.

Underlying this rivalry and jealousy ot each

other's power ls the Ilother-ln-law's authority over the distributIon ot duties
and tunctions in the joint-tamily.

Betore the arrival ot the new bride the

mother-ln-law did most 01' the work in the hcae by herselt, but the arrival ot
the daughter-in-law has increased the number ot workers in the joint-tamily
vi tbout increasing the work.

22Cormack, p. 130.

'!'here tore , there is always a coaplaint that the
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mother-in-law enjoys leisure at the cost of her daughter-in-law.

Such criti-

ci •• increase. as the physical powers of the mother-in-law deoline without a
correspond.ing decllne in her author! ty •
S1nce early marriage has been the oustOll in Ind.1a, the young w1f'e was
nervous in her household work and duties, and her mother-in-law, who also was
uneducated, did teel the teaptation to show her power and authority, and one
hears of tNtuent instances when daughters-in-law have sought retuge elsewh.re
in ord.r to ••cape tram the tyrann7 ot the1r aothers-1n-law.

ot

The .xtent

ill-treatment 1s probably ex....rated, but there 18 no doubt that it did
exist. 23

It vas an

ase

of authority, sons, daughters,
daughters-in-law--all
,

b0we4 down betore the ord.rs &D4 desir•• ot their .ld.rs.
Hm.,.ver, siaee the YOW'1C bride is trained trOll childhood tor Vite-hood
she is in II8.D.7 ways ready to pl.q her role in this new settina.

As she

COlleB

trOll the same background ot cute-cuat<B8 and. agricultural way ot lit., the
ditt1culti•• ot adJust1lent are r.duced.

Yet problema due to personality dit-

terences do often arise and lead to trequent conflicts.
ever have become

00

These ocmf'l1cts how-

common a tradition, that the daupter-in-law, especially

it she is somewhat grown-up, Co.s JUntally prepared to subm!t to the author1tarian treatment ot the mother-in-law.

The bride '. IlOther has already instruo-

ted the daughter to become "subservient It in her new home particularly to the
mother-in-law.

It is the mother's duty to train her <laughter to be an abso-

lutely docil. daughter-in-law.

The young bride IlUSt do .verything she can to

please her parents-in-law and her husband.

23Cormack, p. 1.~. .0.

It she does not get on with her
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mother-In-law, she Will be a disgrace to her taaily, and cast a blot on the
talr name ot her Blother.

The mother dIns into her daughters' ears certain

Ideals Whlch make tor harmony (at the expense even at her sacritlcing her own
Will) 1n her later lite.

There is no denying that this early training Is very

effective in reducing the contlict to a minimum.
In case there are already daughters-ln-law present 1n the tamily, otten
rlvalry develops between them too.
tavour and support.

They 118.y all try to Win the mother-ln-law's

However, scaeti_s the daU«hters-ln-law joln together

In friendshlp asalnst the tyranny and unjust treatment ot the mother-ln-law.
However, the daughters-ln-law
jealousy and susp1cion.

JI8.y'

also be divided
&lIOns tbellselves by rivalry,
,

The intrlsues and jealousle. among the womenfolk In

a Jolnt tamily are the despair ot men.

"It we listen to all the golng-on In

the t8ll1ly, we will 10l'e our heads, It say the _no

Others take It more stoi-

cal.ly: "God bas -.de Blothers-in-law to quarrel With the Wives ot their sons,
and the Wives to quarrel aaong the.elves."

Tradltional Husband-Wite Relationship
In the traditional joint-tamily parents vere obliged to tlnd mates tor
thelr children and the chlldren to accept their cholce.

As the marrlage con-

tract was looked on as an asree_nt between two tamilies rather than between
two youns people, love was not necessary as a basls tor aarriage selection,
nor was courtship a necessary prelude for t.sting the relatlonshlps.

The

Hlndu Idea124 had. no regard tor Ind!vidual taste, and In tact, rather teared

24tragore Rabind.aranath, "The Indlan Ideal Ot Marrlage," In Tbe Book ot
Marrlae, ad. Herman Keyserlil1l (Bew York: Blue Ribbon Books, 1920).--
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it, as it III1ght upset the a4.1ustMnt ot the br1de to her nev household.
marital choice was subordinate to group ends.

Thus

Love between husband and. wite

was the result ot urriqe, in the Hindu view, not the pl"elude to it.
"Ma.rriap vas a social dutY' toward the tamily and the comau.ni ty, and
there vas 11ttle idea at individual interest.

The

social background provided

by the authoritarian joint-tam11Y', and caste with it' dominion in all spheres

ot lite, attorded no scope tor the recopition ot

&n7

personal tactor, ind1vi-

dual interests and aapirat1ona, in the relationa betWMn husband and wite. ,,25
The

aiD ot marriage accordina to the Bin4u Dhamasutraa (i.e., the Hindu

religious and. ILOral code) are 4haru (duty),~ praJa (progeny) and rat1 (pleasurtt) • Of these three,

"dharIIa"

is consiclere4 by the Hindus to be ot supreme

1mportuce: it implies a religious dutY' aDd dutY' towards the tamily and cute.
Theretore, one arries not onl:y tor his ill41vidual neecls and pleasures but
tor the sake ot the entire joint-tad17.

The

need tor a cOlllpmton, as the

urban nuclear tamil:y ideall¥ conceives it, is not stressed. in the Hindu jointtam1l:y.

The husband. and the Vite have little time and occasion to meet and

converse With one another in the rural Joint taa1.l:y.
According to the trad.1 tional

DOrms

ot JUndu society, a husband is ex-

pected to be an "authoritarian" tigure, whose Will should alvaya dOlll.1nate the
domestic scene.

As the head ot the household ha should deand respect and

obedienca trCIII hiB vite and children.

The

"1I&8ter" and ahould "aarve h1a taithtW.ly'."

vite should regard hi. as her
It is the husband. 's responsibi-

lity to prortde adequately tor the support and Mintenance ot "his dependents"

25JCapadia, Marriage.!!!! )'ami!!!!! India, p. 169.
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and the wite's duty is to "run the household frugally and efficiently. It

In an

ideal hOlle, "all major decisions are taken by the husband," sometimes in consul
tation With his wite and grown-up children; but the tinal say in all matters
connected with the taa1ly is always with the husband.
The husband is expected to "watch the activities and ways ot his wite"
as well

9.S

"take care ot the proper upbringing ot his Children."

should "serve her husband with loyalty and devotion."

The Y1te

The husband 18 "suptr-

ior" j the wite is his "subordinate. ,,26 As a mark ot the recognition ot his
suptrior1ty the vite shows respect to her husband by touohing his teet.

When

his wite errs, the husband 1s expected to reprimand her and sometimes even
''beat It her.

However, a good wite is not expected to answer him back.

Even

when the husband is Vl"ong she is supposed to bear her lot aeekly and submisThis cultural pattern is retlected in the lament ot a Wite over her

sively.

husband's d.emise, when she vails, "Where is .,. lord?
who will support me?

The shield that protected _

Where is rq master?

111 lone;

Now

now I am help-

less."27
In the joint-tamily systea, conjugal love takes nothing away frOll tilial
love.

The aons remain at home, and their Y1ves come under the direction

ot

the mother who initiates her daughters-in-law to household management and
tamily tradi tioDa •

The new bride enters her new hODle "as timidly as she

enters a teaple," she will submit to the discipline ot her neY tamily, and
take as her own the parents and relatives ot her husband.

260ube, Ind.ian Village, p. 142.
27Cormack, p. 133.

Here one may note

1.8
a difference in the mutual relations between husband and Wite: the wife belongs to her husband first of all; the husband. first belongs to his mother.
It is :from this view, which is dominated by the respect for authority, that
there arose the condition of inferiority in which Hindu women were kept.
She prostrates herself to receive her husband's blessing, she prepares
his food and serves him during his meal, and she eats atter hill. and alone.
In all their relations there is no thought of equality and the orthodox Hindu
Wife would never claim anything like equality With her husband.
as natural. for her to pay him a "dutiful cult"

a8

It seems

it is natural for him to

receive it trom her.
~s

ried life.

tone in conjugal relations also reveals the specific ideal in marPor a Hindu, a wi:fe is first of all lithe mother o:f our child."

It is not to satisty his passions, it is not even to increase their mutual
love that husband and wife primarily unite; it is to :found a family.
alread:y stated, does not the Hindu religion place the "cult

As

ot the ancestors"

at the centre of the domestic ritual?
Marriage for the Hindus is binding and irrevocable.
marriage cannot dissolve it at will.

The parties to the

They are bound to each otber until the

death ot either of them (and the wife is supposed to be bound to her husband
even atter his death).

This concept of marriage I that it is indissoluble,

is a lofty one because it means that the husband and wife atter marriage bave
to adjust their taste and temper, their ideals and interests, instead of
brea.k1ng With each other when they :find that these differ.

It thus involves

sacrifices on the part ot both husband and wife as each is called upon to
overcame the incompatibility of the other.

Hence, in a Hindu marriage,

19
demands of personal gratification and pleasures are subordinated, and the individual is called upon to make marriage a success bY' Mans of adjustments and
caapromise.
'or the lIlost part, the IIOral demands of wedded life, namely', for fa.i th.
tulness, loyaltY',

oL~ience

and service are made aore on the wife than on the

husband thus setting separate standards of m.orali ty, one for man and another
for wcman.

It is the wife who "should. be of one mind with the husband, "28

and. "should. always remain cheerful and mindful of household duties."

Beoause of social and physioal conditions in villages and families (such

as shortage ot living space, eroYd.ed condit1.ons, and large families) personal
intimacy on the level ot companionship is not so noticeable as fidelitY' and
service to the husband.

The wife's only' concern in life is to see that all

services needed by her husband are properly performed bY' her, the satisfaction
of her husband being her sole joy in life.

As the husband is the centre of

all her activities and interests there is no question ot raising a. word against
him. even when he is found to be ill-tempered or a drunkard.

The wife is not

only attached to him. as long as he is a.live, but even after his death, "'be_
cause a tat thtul wite can never conceive ot having another husband. tt29
Relations between the newly' married couple in the rura.l joint-tudly'
home take a. long t1Jle to settle down.

They are strangers to each other and

theY' have no privacY' in the rural joint-tamily home to enable them. to develop

28uedwig Bachmann, On The Soul of the Indian Woman: As Reflected in the
Folklore .2! .!!!!. ICoukan (BOstOn,1942), 'jJ.""'125.
- -

-

29Ibid.
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understanding and admiration tor each other, and tew opportunities to sit down
and discuss important matters.

Also, both ot them are playing minor roles in

the tamily, as the tamily politics are daninated by the older and more experienced generation.

Though such relationships malte it easier to get along with

each other, there is no question ot critical discussion or heated arguments,
and if' such happen to arise, the husband is expected to put the wite in her
"proper place."

It is in the nature of' the Indian rural joint-tamily .et-up

that the wif'e is expected to make the adjustment and discipline herself' to
tit into the Joint-tamily situation.
The problem

.

ot lack ot privacy and lack ot opportunity to meet together

to create companionship and understanding is compensated by the tact ot early
marriage and early empbasis on children.

Atter one or two children, the

couple settles down to a routine lite, and it the children happen to be sons,
the vite has secured an honoured position in the tamily.
come a source ot cOllDlOn concern between husband and wif'e.

Children alao beDuring this period

closer understanding and companionship develops between the couple.

Atter

the death ot the mother-in-law the relationship between the husband and the
wite becomes quite intimate and strong.

With increased emphasis on cODIIIlOn

tamily social duties it grows with years even it the partners do not have
physical appeal tor each other.
The JI8l'l&Iement of' the household is primarily the wite's duty, to be discharged with the consent of' her husband.

If' the husband 1s a spend-thrit't

it is her duty to put a gentle cheek on his extravagance.

She 1s to run the

household and help the husband by contributing her labour if' he 1s poor.
A wite's authority in the household depended on her husband's position.

21
If she was the wite ot the oldest son, she aight have power in household matters above an older sister-tn-law.

Any power she had over her husband depended

on her personality, and on her ability to intluence hill to her views.

It is

quite poss1ble that this influence was otten considerable, and in scme circumstances so great that she li teral.ly' bec_ the "power behind the throne."
Even though a woman in the rural j01nt-tamily household may have no power
as a. wite, but

8.8

a mother she acquires it.

the mother ot several children,

espec1a~

The grea.test respect is paid to

male children.

desire among the newly-veda to have children is very great.
is a son she acquires a very privilepd

posi~ion

Theretore, the
It the tirst born

wi thin the family.

She,

theretore, waits tor power within the tamily which comes to her as she has
more children and &rows in ace.
ruling other women the wEq she

Then ahe becCDeS the pillar ot the household
W&8

ruled, and in many ways even ruling men.

However, this pattern ot husbar.l.d.-vite relatiOJl8hips is changing SCll8what
in cues where the large Joint-taa1ly, thouch living topther in the same
house, 18 d.1v1ded into distinct nuolear failies having their separate hearths
or kttchens. 30 This intel"llediary type ot taa1ly orpn1zation between traditlonal Jolnt-tamily vi th a co..on hearth and the nuclear tamily affords
greater oPJ)Ortunity to husband and wite which JDakes thea teel more interd.ependent.

Still, as S. C. Dube states,
the solidarity between this cluster ot tamilies expresses itself
on ceremonial occasions and in tiES ot stress and calamity. In

~iS intermediary type ot tamily organization is largely the result of
jealousy and rivalry among the VOJUn tolk in the JOint-t8.1ll1ly.

22

the hour of need the7 aust support each other, and autual consultations IIIlOng theJl1 in rep.rd to all major decisions are regarded
as desirable.,l
Even in the traditional families the husband-wite relationship is not
inhuman as sometimes viewed by people brought up in the urban nuclear tamily.
When considered in its total context it is an understandable relation.
instance, Il\ltual consultations are tev in the traditional set-up.
in a. tamily are not arrived at democratically.

Por

Decisions

Due to the relatively static

nature ot rural society, customs and traditions become the regulators ot
social lite and there are tew DOvel situations for which new decisions have
to be taken.

As

tor com.pan1onship the husband finds it in the several male

.

members ot the family and 80 does the wife in the female members.

The tUlily in India has been a potnt tactor in the continuance

tural traditions.
pE"iu.ry duty

Family trad1tion

ot cul-

was valued above everyth1na, and the

ot the bead ot the t8ll1l¥ was to ensure that tamily traditions

in all atters relating to lite vere perpetuated by their so1eJllll observance,
however un1Iean1ngtul theY' might Main to appear as cond1 tiona char.lged.

The

traditional authority of the head over the junior members ot the tamily was
so "awe-inspiring" that frequently the juniors never thought ot expreaa1ng
their difterences, whatever their convictions might be.

The subordination

designed to reaulate the lives ot the difterent meabers in the hierarchy ot
the Joint-family household, recognition ot the family a8 a unit tor all SOCial

'la.

C. Dube, "Social structure and Chanp in Indian Peasant Communities, It
Transactions .2t l!!! Third World Congress £!. Sociology.
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relationshlps, the place assigned to the family as a .1udlclal unit In famlly
quarrels--all tended to give the family such enormous influence that the individual lost his identity in it.

The social environment rarely provided any

opportunit,. to the ind1vidual to feel that he had interests apart trOllll those
of the fam1ly.,2
Both the joint-family and the caste system engenders a oollectivistic
attitude in the individual.
property."

The joint family is joint in food, worship and

There is the sense ot cCBllOn responsibility for the fulfillment

ot material requirements of all the members wi thin the household. The jointfamily consists ot a rather Wide range of'

ki~...n

ot several generattons

living together With a high degree of interdependence, emotional and SOCial,
and operating as a basic f'amU,y unity •

.Ap.in in regard to marriage the social structure has 'been responsible
tor the developaent of partIcular attitudes and CustOllS.
sidered a family affair.

It is a duty for transmitting an undivIded property

and of l18.inta1nIng the intesri ty

the group that one gets married.
or no say in the matter.

Marriage is con-

ot the family.

It is for the happiness of

Therefore the marrying parties have little

It is essentially the duty ot the parents or ot the

senior members ot the joint-family to set their wards married at the right
time and. to the right person.
Some practices and attl tude. are sisniticant 8IlOllIJ the members

,2Kapadia, Marriage ~ Family in India, p. 246.
'3tTabhu, Hindu Soclal Organization, p. 218.

ot a

caste group.

One

works, marries, 11ves, in conform!ty With caste tra.d1 tions •

Theretore, there is a great deal ot unitormi ty in social etiquette, religious
bellef's, education, and. staDdarcls ot personal hygiene, etc., among the members
of the same t8Jli1¥ and caste.

Even the personal name ot an ind1vidual becomes

ot lesser signiticance as cOlllpared to the JOint-tsa1l¥ or caste name. Social
prestige and status in rural India are deterained on the basis ot one's JOinttamily and caste affillation, and one's personal attributes do no enhance or
bellttle one' s status.
The rural tamily continues to retain IDOSt

second8.l'7 functions.

ot the so-called

prillary and

.

All the major needs ot the Embers are tulf'illed Wi thin

the fam1l¥ I such as economic, SOCial, aDd psychological security.

Because it

i8 a well-integrated tud.ly it is able to inculcate in the members a sense ot
belongiD8 by common earning for one another and sharing ot the resources
available.

The members feel that the,- belong to a group bigaer and more

powerful than the_elves.

They' find the satisfaction of some of their needs

throush the group and al80 learn to sula1 t their personal interests to the
interest of the larger group.

This has a great disciplining influence upon

the ind1vidual members.
It is well lalown that the rural t8lll11¥ is a un!t ot both production and.
cODSuaption.

Its ain source of income is agriculture and work on the tarm

and in the ha. is divided according to the sex and the abill ty of the members.

However, it is not possible for any member to indicate his share ot the product ton in relation to the work pl1t in.

This is one reason wby economic con-

siderations do not interfere With the social cohesion ot the rural Jointfamily as it has done in the cities.
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The Hindu family is a closely unified social group, whose . .bers live

under one roof in a large hOIIe of many rooms.

The financial resources of the

family are pooled, and the family has a leader or "executive bead."

usually the oldest and most respected Bl&.le present.

Many'

He 1s

of his duties are

concerned With maintaining harmony in the family, but his main role is that of
"econom1c ad.visor, dispenser and banker."

All incc:ae comes to hia" and he sees

to it that tl:le needs of every faDl1ly . .ber are met.
garding economic disburs_ents are made by hi..

All tiDal decisions re-

ADd in case of lllDess, mar-

riaaes, deaths, or other events requiring expell41ture, the faa1ly is able to
supply the needed JIOney or resources to pay for these requirements.

A member

of the fam:lly feels that "he is being looked atter,," and that his contribution "helps all" in the faa1ly.
Respect for &&e is an important ideal ot the tam1ly life ln IDdia.

The

family IIa1\8ger as stated is usually the oldest male, unless this person is
incCIIILpetent.

An elderly

wo..ll,

the mother-ln-law or the Wife ot the eldest

son, has charge of the YOIIen's aftairs ln the haae.

El.d.ers are greeted tirst,

have special places to sit, and are addressed by younger persons ln respectf'ul terms.
The rural ;family institution has also alYay's provided securt ty for the

&&ed, the Widows

and the orphans.

Aae in the rural ca..unities is in fact

taken as a si&"n of WisdCIIIL and theretore greater prestige.
becomes the aore he is venerated.

The older a person

Bis Jlh7sical strength diminishes but he

acquires a position in the faaily which is above those ot the younger ones.

A8e

and Wisdom are correlated in rural India, because the aged are bearers

of cultural tradition and experience.

Along with the pundits and/or

priests, they are "the human libraries" for ready reterence by the family on
matters about which the taaily is ignorant or doubtful.
looked upon, not as a burden, but as a "resource. tI
ascribed a very hi8h position to the aged.

Therefore the old. are

Hindu religion itself has

The widows have had to undergo a

great deal of emotional and soc1a1 hardship in the traditional rural families.
But their c1&18 to the 81nimum requirements of their existence have been recognized.

Widows JaOst1y continue to live in the husband's tami1y atter hi. death

it they have chIldren, but the issueless widowa aay move to the home ot their
parents or brother.

In both cases it is the duty ot the two taailies to look

after the interest. of the widows.

In rural! India, orphan children rarely

realize that their own parents are dead, especially if they die early.

They

continue to get the same afteetion and care from their grandparents, a.unts,
uncles and other re1&ti ves • This prevents them from. deve10piD8 the coaplexes
so noticeable in other orphans in urban areas.

The Western countries have

discovered the ueat psychological harm which the lack of a natural home can
do to the aged, Widows and orphans.

They require not only economic security

but also social status (recopition) and emotional stabili ty .~
JOint-tu.ll.y in Il'Jd.ia still continues to pl"ovide them.

And the rural

The soeia1 security

procr8IDes sponsored by the Government of India today in the towns have become necessary mainly because of the increasing rate of diSintegration of the
joint-tamily through industrial urbanism.'5

:34:m.

W. Burpse and H. J. Locke,

~ Fami:Q!'

(2 eel.), (New York 1960),

pp. 269-70.

'~e Government ot India (Ministry of Information), Social Welfare
India (NeY Delhi 1955), pp. 175, 205, 585.

.!!!
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Generally, the Indian joint-family is the source of love, affection and.
securi ty, so vi ta1l.y needed for a growing child.

Adverse effects of economic

misfortunes and inadequacies of parents in relation to the groving child were
otf'set by the protection provided in the joint-family and the substitute re1&tionshiJ18 that were available in the family owing to the presence of grandparents, uncles and aunts.

.o~,

every child is welcome in an Indian

family, and no 11ll1t is put on their number. 36

In tiMs of difficulty children

of even distant relations are t&lten Ullder the care and protection o't the f'amil
This traditionally basiC cohesion of fUl1ly relationships, sOMti_s despite
the pressure of the new socio-economic torces, af'f'ords excellent protection
to children.

It aust be mentioned that these cond! tions are now IlOre true of

the rural areas than of the urban areas.
As for education of the intormal type the joint-faily provides 1t by

helping the young ones to learn by doing.

EducatIon in the broader sense

means the tra.nsm1ssion 01' culture :from seneration to generation, of which formal education as is given in schools is one aspect.

'!'he child in the joint-

family be,ins to learn from hi. parents and other relative. "by exaaple and
precept.

The daUlhters help their mothers and other womenfolk in lOOking

after the household work..

The elder daughters also take care of their baby

36Gardner Murphy, In the Minds of Men: The Study of Human Behaviour and
Social Tensions in India(Hew York i952},p.--;2. "ChiTciren are not indiv~
duals only--indlV1duals to be prized, magnified, pushed forward, warned,
threatened, rebuked, idealized, fancied. in grandiose terms ot future achievement. Children are the stuft of one's being. It is warmth and closeness to
them that maltes life important, meaningf'ul, and continuous. The continuity
of Indian life, without which one's own momentary existence is meaningless,
1s conceived natura1l.y in terms of f'ru1tf'ulne.s, in terms of the health, welfare, reproductive capacity, lOBI lite of all the individuals who issue from.
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brothers and. sisters thus releasing their mothers tor other work.
mothers tind a help-mate in their daughters.

In tact,

The son learns from the tather

or other JI8.le _bers by tollowing them around in the tields, helping them to
do their various Jobs on the tara and listeDina to the conversations they bave
with other people.

It is in this way and by degrees that they learn to do the

things that will be expected o'f them in adulthood.
The joint-really inclucles

80

many members that affection as well as clepen-

dence is diffused aaong many mnibers and the loss o'f even an important MIIlber,
such as a parent, is less critical for the group or individual _lIber than in
the nuclear family s,..t. . which is so SJl&l1 ",t times that every member plays
an 1I1portant and decis1 ve role.

The j01nt-f8ll1.ly, especially in the rural

areas, provides a tull cOlllplaaent of yoUD8 and adult people at all times.
A jOint 'family • • • is always an exciti., group to live in.
All the time something of interest is happening there. Nov it 1s
the marria.ae of a lirl or a bc.:, now it 1s an initiation eeremony,
the birth of a new bau,r, the puberty rites of a new bride, some
particular family ritual, a fast, a feast, sometimes a. death. The
great extent of the family always ensures the coming and going of
guests. The brothers of the brides ccae to invite them to their
aothers' hou.es, the daughters of the house are being brought hau
tor a family teast or wedd,ing. There is always bustle and expectation, laughter and quarrels, discussions and plana. Lite may
be complicated, sometiMs full of bitterness but rarely dull, at
least frca the point of view ot the children.
The Joint-tam.1ly is a lliniature world, in so_ ways standing
apart, in others inextricably bound up in a never-ending ceremonial
of exchanges and gitt-living with all the other Joint-families with
whom it has affinal connections

.'7

In India the Joint-family system still prevails on a considerable scale.

one I S own body. tt
'7Karve, Kinship Orlanization

!!!

India, p. 14.
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In rural India ot the past, the joint-family and the social pattern usually
prevalent in a simple and selt-sufficient agricultural co-operation economy
constituted the order ot the day.

Communications were not well developed.

Lite was coaparat1velJr simple and usua1l3 the demands 1I8de on the indiv1dual
in the tamily were familiar and not unbearable.

The child vas born in the

tamilJrJ it grev in the tamily and the individual lived and died in the family"
vi thout beina much separated trom the family and the local cOlll!l.Uni ty •

All

the preparations for life were made m the family and supplemented a little by
the v1ll.age community.

Few people lett their tamilies and villages either

for education, employment or tor other

reaso~.

This pattern ot joint-tamily lite has tor a long tt.e proved to be a
fairly healthy- torm ot social lite well adjusted to the rural environment in
India.

However, this traiUtional tamily pattern was affected. by the advent

ot the British rule with its impact ot Western industrial econODl1' in Bombay
and urbanization which followed in its wake.

CHAPl'ER II
RAPID IHOOS'l'RIAL-URBANIZATION IN BOMBAY

Industrial Urbanization and Social Chan!!
Cities are not new in India and there have been relatively large citIes
in India tor lII&IlY centuries:

Port cities, like Kozhikode I known tor their

commercial trade; capital cities, like Aira and Vizayanagar, which were i.por-

.

tant primarily as administrative centres; manufacturing cities, which were
important

8.S

handicratt centres.

However, the social structure ot these

ancient cities did not have many of the characteristics ot modern Indian
industrial-urban society with Which we are concerned here.
Industrialization and urbanization are not identical social processes,
but their separate impacts on social and family lite can hardly be distinguished.

"Industrialization," according to Rev. Sylvester A. Sieber, S. V .D., 1

refers to the transtormation at an agrarian, household economy into a highly
mechanized economy where machines pertorm much of the labour which was tormerly pertormed by hand; "urbanization" refers to the concentration in limited
geographical areas ot large numbers of people whose livelihood comes fram
industrial labour, trade and lI8Jlufacturing, rather than fran agricultural
labour.

Modern large .. scale industrialization does lead to a vast concentratio

lNotes taken duriDC the lectures ot Rev. Sylvester A.. Sieber, S. V.D.
in "Seminar on the J'a1ly."

01' people 1n a llmited popoaph1cal area, as in the case ot the city ot Bombay,

and it is with this type

ot industrial-urbanization that we are dealing here.

Large industrial cities have emerged ma1nly because they are in places

ad:vantageously situated, places trom which their influence can be extended.
It is also true that initially they gained power as they were able to exploit
lesser places, thus gaining more power and wealth.

Turner postulates that

industrial cities grey because they were dyDam1c and were able to exert leadership oyer the lesser places, gathering the surplus•• ~ the le.s dynamic. 2
For their subsistence industrial cities had to give something in return, and
they bad to be creative.

Because they were creative, they attracted creative

people, and because they have always been places ot work they attracted people

searching work.
Urbanization as _re physical cong1aaeration 01' people is

ODe

thing;

urbanisation

&8

something dynamic, creative, an expanding intluence, i.

thing else.

Out 01' its creativeness, the process 01' urbanization continually

brings about ehanges in social patterns 01' lite.

IIOM-

In this sense industrial-

urbanization is "tradition-negating.'"
The viIOUr' 01' the industrial urban order might decline if' people no lon-

ger aoved trOll place to place, and if' movement trOll one kind of' work to anothe
were to cease.

Wi th an end to the COlling in 01' migrants, industrial cities

2Ralpb Turner, ~ Great Cultural Tradition (New York: 1941), Vol. II,
p. 1250.
'we1s Anderson,

pp.

1-"

!!'!!

}6-'9, 57-67.

Urban Community, A World Perspective (New York 1959),
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would. stagnate.

Every child would stay in the social class of his father,

which yould mean a la.ek of social mobill ty •
a pr1m1tiTe-11k.e stability.

Industrial. cities would acquire

But people do llOVe increasingly, industrial

ei ties do expand, industry is st1lllulated to great deve10paent, and people
in the competitive industrial urban life are driven to greater creativeness
and social change.

Work-oriented mobility, however, may be Blare socially disturbing.

It

feeds a continuous stream of "strangers" into the urban work force and into
the residential areas of industrial towns and cities.
adjusted to new work and new neighbours.
they IlU8t also learn to 11Ye together.
from job to job, they a180

110ft

~

These must become

they must learn to york together,

As people move from place to place or

up or down from one SOCial class to another. 4

They face the prob1e. also of becca1ng integrated in groups, neighbourhoods
and the Wider industrial urban community, or fall by the wayside and lead a
socially disorganized life.
Industrial-urbanization as a dynamic force in SOCiety, large enough to
alter the basic structure of society from agrarian to urban, entered its massive phase only atter the Industrial Revolution.
urbanization is a product of Western society.

Historically, industrial-

The real history of industria1-

urbanization begins from l800--and in the course of a century and a half, the
countries of Europe and America underwent the profoundest chang.s known in
history and. emerged as new societies.

The impact of industrial England on a

4A• R. Desai, "urbanization and Social Stratification," Sociological
Bulletin (September 1960), 7-14.

country 11ke India bas initiated a process

o~

potentially

pro~ound

changes.

While there are qualities that are thought to be inherent in the very process
of industrial-urbanization, one .ust also take note

o~

the social aatrix in

which this proeess of' industrial-urbanization occurs.
Industrial-urbanization in In4ia
The mechanised large-scale Ilodern industry made its appearance in India

two generatiOns after the industrial revolution in England.
effect

o~

The illJlediate

the industrial revolution on India was the destruction of her s1l&11-

scale industries.

o~

But in spite of' the destruction
,

the SIlall-scale indus-

trial systea of' India, cotton Ilills sprang up in Bombq and the neighbourhood
since the Iliddle of' the nineteenth century.

Though the first Ilill ('jute Ilill)

was started in Calcutta in 1818, the real beginning of' Ilodern industry in
India dates t'r0ll 1854 when a cotton mill was established in Bom.bay. 5 The
developaent ot cotton mll industry in Bombay is not surprising as cotton
industry has always been and remained India's industry par excellence.
With the development ot foreign tra4e, industrial commercial cities like
Caleutta, Bombay and Madras developed very fast.

The accumulation of wealth

through the development of commerce provided capital for the growing industrIes
in these cities.

The construction ot railways connecting the chiet cities

sinee 1851 broke up the eOllplete isolation of villages tor the tirst time in
Indian history ,6 and helped in the further growth of
i

th~a i-- -thl!!
_~:,;.r'"

_

_

g1ving
-~,_

-

5K. K. Dewett and J. D. Varma, Indian Eeonollig (Ifell'ne:U1i'-i9t)O), p. 111.
6Sir Percival Grittiths, Modern India (London

lm",),::~fl:~9~'

,.,

an im)letus to the growth of commercial eapital1am.

Very soon industrial capi-

talia was born.
The Firat World War gave Indian industry a further impetus 'for growth.
Ever sinee the beginning ot this eentury, Indian public opinion had demanded
State proteetion for the industries.

The initial success o'f the Indian-owned

cotton mill industry ill Bombay and the growing spirit of nationalism -.de
educated Indians demand State help.1

~ ot them sineerely believed that

industrialization was the panacea 'for the eeonCDic ills of the eountry.
the

ear~

Since

twenties of this century State protection was granted to scae indus-

tries, a policy whieh producea spectacular

~eul.ts.

During 1922-'9, production

of eotton piece-goods increased by more than dOttble, that of steel ingots
increased eight ti.e, and that of paper tWO-and-a-b&lf times.

Sugar indus-

try beoame selt-suffioient by 1936 only' atter four years of proteetion.

The

Seo0n4 World War acceleratea this industrial expanaion and maximum utilization
of existing capacity vas achieY8d during this period.

New industries like

those produeing tiesel engines, puaps, bicycles, sewing -.chines, soda ash
and. eaustie soda vere started.

At the end of the war India's industrial pro-

duction was hilher than ever before.

Sinee then industrial production has

further risen as a result of planning under the Government of India'S Five
Year Plans. 8

Taking 1946 as base year the general index for industrial pro-

ductioll has lone up trOll!. 100 to 1.61 in 1955.

The rise in production has been

1Devett and Varma, pp. 222"29.
8cJoWrnMIlt of India (PIlblieatlona D1Tision), India ~ (New Delhi 1960),
pp. 296-521.
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particularly signiticant ia cotton textiles, Jute, SU8&r, matches, paper,
electric lampe and sewing machines.
Urbanization is the necessary concomitant of industrial developaent. There
are today 13 cities wb1ch have a population of one lakh (1.e. 100,000) or IIOre
each aDd III towns with a populat1on varying tram 50,000 to a lakh.

Twenty-

four ot the 73 c1 ties have each a population ot 5 lak:bs or more. 9 The present
urbanization bas been largely the result ot the progre88 ot industrialization.
It must be remembered that in spite of the pace ot industrialization and urbanization, India is still primarilJ a. country of villages, agriculture and. cott83e industries.
COlUltry, with

As a.p.inat 3,018 towns thefe are

558,089 villages in the

82.1 per cent ot the total popul.ation 11villi in the vi llages .10

IDdia is still predominantly a rural country and alIIost all ot her social
patterns and cultural traditions have rural root8.

They are rural in their

origin and are most meaningful in a rural environment.

As more and

IIOnt

move to the ait7 the rural roots ot their lite get gradual.l.1' severed..

people

However,

BUY' city folk in tact still try to hold. on to their rural habits and values.

Against this background a :new industrial-urban Indian way ot lite is developinc in Bcabq aDd tM otMr industrial ai ties ot India.
Rate

ot Mie:at10n to Industrial Towns in India
EeonClllic and. industrial progress demands a continuous shift of population

9newett and Varma, pp. 20-21.
l<>OOVernment ot IDdia (Pl.arm1ng COIIIII1ssion), The New Ind1a: Progress
(lfew Delhi 1958), pp. 158-59. - -

Through Democracy

periods ot boaa and depression, at war and peace, ot inflation and detlation,

ot abundance and. scarcity.

The fate of the 1mm1grant workers has been inti-

mate1y connected vi th these changes.
The early contingents that came to BaBbe;y' were quickly absorbed in the
expanding industries.

These workers, after settling down in Bombay, brought

their :friends and relatives, thus increasing the labour force in the city.
Today, the cotton textile industry alone gives em.plo,ment to a very large
number ot aen.. -and WaDen--to about 40 per cent ot the industrial workers in
the c1ty.19
A significant factor that facilitates t~ flow ot "ruralities" into the
c1ty, besides the a.vailability ot eaployment, is the availability ot acca..odation.

The Bombq MuniCipality and. Government have built a ruuaber

(1.e. apartJrlent houses) in different areas.
however, highly congested.

ot the tenements j

ot chawla

These working-class chawls are,

Light and. air are conspicuously lacking in many

and water and batbroaa tacili ties are equally inadequate.

In tact, the congestion and the tilthy conditiona ot these chawls are a most
disgusting sight.
occasio~

night.

A roaa at 10' X 10' accOl81Odates a large taaily, and

even two tailies.

Quite a tev ot thea sleep in the passages at

1'h18 congestion is created, tirstly, by the large-scale influx

ot

workers and secondly by workers accC8lOd.ating the neYCOJDers coming trca their
own villages tor Jobs in the city.

The "ruralities" invariably shoy a keen

desire to help their neighbours caming to the city tram their villages, even
at the cost ot great personal inconvenience.

19aeorge Rosen, Industrial Change

E!

India (Glencoe 1958), p.

36.
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urban environment in a comparatively short period.

But in the under-developed

countries, the employment opportunities in the industrial towns expand. very
slowly as compared to the tempo of the rural migration, a.nd. hence only a small
section of the rural migrants are able to secure permanent employment in the
industrial. towns.
TABLE I

URBAN FOPOLATION AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION IN OR ABOUT 1880
AND THE LATEST YEAR UP TO 1951 J'OR WHICH INFOl:lMATION IS AVAILABu;a.

Year

Percent~b

Year

PercentageC

England and Wale.

1880

67.9

1951

So·7

Gel'1U.!lY

1880

29.1

1950

71.1

U.S.A.

1860

28.6

1950

63.7

France

1880

34.4

1950

52.9

Sweden

1880

15.1

1950

56.3

U.S.S.R.

1897

15.0

19'9

32.8

India

1881

9.4

1951

17.3

Country

&selected. countrie.. The reason for tald.D8 1951 as the 11l1it 1s that
the latest census figures available for India are for 1951.
brtsures given in this column are tram ~ Determinants !!! Consequences
~ PoJ!t!l&tion Trends, United Nationa, New York, 1953, p. 109.
cPigures given in this column are from DemograPh;ic Yearbook, 1952, United
Nattons, Kev York, 1952, p. 11.

Due to this migration frau rura.1 area.s, Bombay's population has rapidly

grown in the last two decades.

A continuous series of' figures exist of the

population who were born outside Bombay City, because Bombay City has
been a aeparate census district.

a.l~s

The percentap ot the city population born

outside Boa.bq City was 68.9 in the census of 1872, and. was a1wqs higher than

10 per cent in all the subsequent cenauses, includins that ot 1951 when the
figure vas 12.1 per cent.

According to the census f'lgures ot 1951,11 out ot

the total popllation ot 2,8~,210 ot the CIty ot Bombay, 1,260,048 came frau
other Districts in IkDbay State; 859,495 traa other states In India.

This

show. the signItlcance ot the probl. . ot aip,"ation.
Theae aip-ants, pour1nl 1nto the c1ty ot Bombay trom different parts ot
the State, year after year, have built the Clty as we find it today.

They

come fran a rural culture and. trca a. ru.ra.l soclal and t8ll1ly background. They
caae with a variety ot aabltlons, aspiratlons and expectatlons.
'1'ha present study contemplates an ass. . . .nt of' the Industrial urban

1ntluence on thelr social and tamily pattern.

Bowver, f'or a. proper under-

standing ot the iapact ot the city influences it i8 ot iaportance to know thei
ba.ckground and what drives thea to Baabay.
been studied in Chapter I.

Thelr rural tamily background has

We will nOV inv.stipte briefly the reasons tor

algrat1ng to Bcabay and other industrial towns 1n India.

.!22!

llaovermaent ot India (PublIcations Division), Indian Census Report,
(New Delhi 1953).
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Reasons for Migration
The general socio-econoaic background of the rural migrants to Bombay has
not been satisfactory.

The land-holders could not make a living on their tiny

holdings, while the tenants had lost their fortune in the efforts to cultivate
without adequate capital and tenure of land.
and the share-croppers detied description.

The lot

ot the landless labourers

The condition ot the artisans was

in general not so bad, but even some ot them had to starve as a result ot the
fall in deaand tor their services, particularly the weavers and oil pressers;
80JIle

of them had to sell their "JIa8s" and "ghanis" (handlooa and oil pressing

equipll8nt) •

Since there were no other employment opportunities, moving out

of the villages to an industrial town like Bombay in search of work vas the
only course ot action left open to amy families.
The toUovill8 table (Table II) in41cates that tvo-thirds (621) ot the
total tB1l1lies, contacted by Dr. M. B. Desbllukh in his study of industrial
town-ward a1gration,12 were forced to migrate due to econOll1c distre •• (reasons 1, 2 and , indicated in the table); while aore than one-fourth (261)
had abandoned their

viJ.1ace hOlllts for reasons which were dltf'erently worded

but which did amount to nothing but economic suffering (reasons 4 to 7).

Out

of the total 959 families only 77 families (about 8 per cent) had migrated due
to what lII8¥ be temed as non-economic reasons l1lte family disputes, desire
for town life, health, urge for sight-seeing, etc.

~. B. Deshmukh, tlA Btu.dy' ot Float1ng Migration," Soc1al I l1cat10ns
of' Industrialization and urban1zat10n, UNESCO Research Centre Calcutta 1956)
Po 1131.
-
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TABLE II
REASONS FOR MIGRATION

No. ot Families

No.

Reasons
1.
2.

,.

Economic distress due to crop tailure and
scarcity conditions
Loss in share-cropping and an intention to avoid
consequent payment to the landowner in the torm
ot service on mere subsistence
Pailure ot cultiva.tion on small un-econemic
holdings

4. Due to bopes ra.ised by friends and rela.ti ves
regarding high wages
Inadequate opportunities at home (artisans and
craftsmen)
6. Desire to avoid money lenders
1 • Plan to earn more and save tor purchasing l.a.nd.,
bullocks, agricultural implements etc.

5.

8. Family disputes
9. Desire tor town lite
Poor health
11. Urge tor s1ght-seeing
12 • For begging and other reasons
10.

TOTAL

Per Cent
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As already stated, the proverbIal poverty of the Indian villages vhich

is due to a CQllplex variety of causes, has been a _jor force driT11'l8 people
on a larle scale t0var48 the eity.

Rapid crovth of popu.lation in rural India,

the profitless nature of acricultural _thods of production, inability to
utilize (and. sometiMs prejudice against the use of) modern _thods of cultivation, uneployaent and. underemployment of the r1siq youth, lack of incentives for procre.s, and. centuries of foreign dOll1nation are
cause. of poverty in vill.ales.
steady income by

~

SOlIe

of the _jor

In these circUllStances, the prospects of

of wages, however .mall, vas aore than a sufficient 1n-

centive to drive the vtl.l.aprs to the c1ty ot Bombay.
There are also other
to Bombay.

.~io-econc:a:!c

reasons for thls city-ward migration

Lack ot facilities in the village. for proper and higher educat10n

of the youth is an important factor which has also partly caused. the c1ty-vard
migration.

'l'.b.ere are much better ed.ucational tac1li ties in Bombay than in the

rural areas, and better educational facilities are frequently sought 1n order
to pt better jobs.
Then again,

80118,

especiall:y the youth, might bave migrated in search of

greater psychological sat1sfaction in the urban enviro:ment.

The city is a

place of rapid changes, of innovatiOns, of fashIons, of tbrills.

It opens to

thea opportunities for tulf'il.l.1Dg their ut'bitions and aspirations, opportunities which are not available in the s_ll v11.1.&ps.

Bes1de. socio-economic

considerations, Bombay particularly has other attractions which no other city
in India possesles.

Bombay

as an 1a.portant cCllllRercial, financIal and indus-

trial centre in the country, offers :many opportunities of employment to people
In search of york and vages.

Besides it has any clvic and other attractions
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which no other city in India pos8esses.
I"t1rther, the oi ty provides an escape for a certain class of people who
have become socla.lly undesirable in the villaps.

For one thing, it otters an

anonym! ty to those who desire an escape trom the social stipe. whicb might bave
been attached to them in the vill.ap owing to their low cute or their antisocial behaviour; or a young man who is considered l0od-for-nothing, a wastrel,
in the villase, may run away to the city where everybody has a place.

lI'anci-

tul and exaggerated stories of city life and its mysteries and attractions

which lain currency in the village are a stronl stiaulus, besides education
and employment, driving the

villaie youth

to~the

City.

In this connection it may be observed that the age composition of the
rural migrants as revealed 1n an ll'X¥'8stigation in Worl1 (1.e., a lIection of
industrial workers in Bombay) lends sUPJK)rt to the contention that it is the
combined force of these various causes that coapel the villagers to the city.l,
An overwhela1ng ujorlty of those who migrate to Bomb&y' belong to the age

group 14 to 30 years, which ahowa that, while socio-economic factors are there,
there must also be operatins other strong soeial and. emotional forces

i~lling

the village folk to go city-warcls •
It may be that these young people do not find. it as difficult to adjust
th8ll8elves to the urban conditions as the o14er ones do.
be that several of these young people

JII&y

In fact, it may even

be enthusiastic and even over-anxious

l3uJEsco, Research Centre on Social Implications of Industrialization in
Southern Asia, Calcutta. The Social Implications of Industrialization and
Urbanization. (Calcutta
p. 5tJ.
-
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to take on the City llOdes of behaviOur, which, in their view, are an index of
"progress. "

Further, migration to the city requires an abundance ot enerlY,

considerable adaptability and capacity to cOllptte in the economic and social
lite ot the new enviromaents.

That is why oliler adults cannot afford to aban-

don the protection ot 'their rural hcaes and throw themselves into the Tortex

ot urban conditions.
The Migratiy Worker
The industrial worker in Bombay generally

COlll8S

trc:a. a close, taa1liar,

well-knit environMnt ot a rtllage.

:Born and bred amidst the aftections ot
,
his parents, brothers and sisters, and in tact the whole small village, the
industrial vorker coming to the City tor the tirst time suddenly gets lost in

the tempo ot the city lite with its accompanying trait ot indirtdua.l1sm and
impersonal wqs.

Be feels cut ott for the greater part ot his existence trom

the family, which to hta was attectionate and protective.
The IIl1grating industrial worker MY come to Bombay alone or with a tew

close relations or triends.

Wbatever the case may be, landinc in the indus-

trial town, he becames conscious ot the stranae urban iii lieu • As he gradually
attempts to settle dovn, he co_s to understand the "institutionalization" ot
various functions in the city, and that each ot these has a price.
tion, his child. must go to school.
He must go to the DlllLJ"ket tor

SOlle

Be DlUSt pay the landlord the house rent.

ot his requirements.

go to the cinema, the theatre or the dramatic club.
know a number

For educa-

For recreation he DlUSt

Be gradually CODleS to

ot conventions, custOllS and modes very much different f'roII. those

he vas familiar with in his vll.J..age.

This deaand.s a great amount ot ability

'I:

'I
'II,

I
I,

to adjust on the part o'f the industrial yorker.
The first adjustment a worker is called upon to make is in respect o'f

living with and among strange :people and noisy surroundings.

Migrants usually

come alone; and even i'f they come in groupe, they usually do not have any
'female member; so, to start with, the worker does not 'form a tamily unit.
Dr. P. N. Prabhu14 remarks that eaeh one ot nearly tour-tifths

(7~)

01'

the Bombay migrants in the group be interviewed came to the City alone, while
one-tifth (~) were brought by close relatives lilte 'lather, aother, brother,
husband. a.r.t4 others, and less than l~ by triends and. other relatives.
a very large _.1ori ty ot the migrants came to the city alone.

Thus,

They stayed in

Bombay with their triends and relatives 'for a pretty long time.

This period

of stay with relative. and trieDis depends upon a number 01' tactors, inc ludins lack ot employment and inability to secure suitable accomodation.
'orty-tour per cent ot our respondents stayed With relatives other than
father, IIOtber and brother on their urival in the city J l6~ stayed with
village neighboursz 4~ lI&d.e their own arrangeaents} and onlJr
with father, IIOther and brother.

36.l.2j stayed

It can be interred, theretore, that nearly

two-thirds (64j) ot the respondents

CaM

and stayed. with friends and relative.

other than parents, on whom they apparently did not have much claim tor &ssistance.
When asked to mention the relatives wham they had brought to this city,

l4p. N. Prabhu, "A Study of the Social Effects of urbanization on Industrial Workers Misrating trOll Rural Areas to the City ot :Bombay," Social
Implications 01' Industrialization and urbanization, UNESCO Research Centre,
(Cal.cutts. 195b}, p. 49.
-

52' respondents save their ansvers.

bod7 even atter ap1o;yJantj

lt4~

Twenty-three per aent did not brin&

aI'lj-

brought wit. aDd oh1l4renj a little le.I than

..~ brought tbe whole f8ll117; ~ brought father, mother, brother, and Sister.
Eighteen per cent of thea lIU"r1ed attar eOJlJ.rJC to the city and brOUf.5bt their

Wives to Bam'bq.
When uked. about the relations that the NSpoaaents had not been able to

brine to the oity, a.bout

6f stated that

they could not briq

antbOdY. Twelve

ptr cent could not hrina rite and ch1ldren} a'bou.t ~ cou.l4 not bring father

and/or BlOther, ~ could not bring brother aaa/or sister.

learly balf' of' the

respondenta (51.~) expressed their Inabil1iy to brins their family --.bera
to Bombay to 11ve With thea.

When asked the causea

or their

11'1&bl11t7 to

brtna fu117 .-era to the oity, the -J0!'1ty Uatect reasou like laek ot
Joba to!' those Yho would be brOUCht to the city u4. lack of

acQ~tlOll,

need to lock after the vtlla.p hou sp!cialq it he is the eldest or adult

male, ete.
'i'bat the atll"aDta into the ett,. are IIOItly ul.e aDd 10JJely, SOllltt1aes
arrie4 . . .ep&r'ated. frooa their tud.U..

OJ"

MIl who cana.ot attord to brine a.

vtte to the e1ty beeause of lack of aoCOlllDlOda:t1on or laek of a job, ia basic

to the ObM1"Y8.tion that there is a tp:teat deal ot soe1a.1 disorpnizatlon 1n
Ballbay.

!he pre.sure of socio-ecOJlCD1e difficultie. baa ttiscow-aced aD7 a
migrant from brtnctll& his tB1ll1ly to BoIlbq.

SoIItetu.s, the tirst 1apaet ot

1l111"8IlCY on t . .U.y Ufe baa been the unv1U1DIM8S on the part

ot the a1gn.nt

es.rn.rl to suppor\ all the depen4en'ta. 'l.'he hazanle ot lI1gn.tory life make
the l"OWlS a_nan veJ:7 ind.tviduaUstlc u4 selfish.

fhe tally solidarity

I;
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decreases not only between parents and grown up sons, and between brothers and
sisters, but between husbands and wives as well.

A further blow to the sta.bi-

lity ot family life is dealt by immoral practices like traffic in women and
prOstitution.

The degree of prostitution aay itselt be taken as a ra.ther

reliable index ot family disorganization.
The straining

ot the relationships between husbands and vives, earning

father and dependent children, parents and earning sons, is only one symptom.

ot the break-down ot the tUl1ly system in
toms as well.

The geaeral behaviour

Bombay.

There are 1I&lly other symp-

ot the migrants indicates that the old.

order is crackina.
In these migrant colonies, one could hardly see any trace ot
reverence tor elders and there was a general atmosphere of rebellion against the parental authoritY'. Most ot the sons talked in
undisnified tel'1l8 a.bout their parents while reterences to husbands
bY'vives (or vice versa) were also not very charitable. Parents
did not show much concern tor their ottspring nor were the slightly
grown up children proud. ot belonging to their parents. The absence
ot social belonging, the pressure ot povertY' and the evil effects
ot the urban env1ronaent aade most ot the migrants mean, selfish,
and 1aoral; the family bollds, regarded to be so sacred in the villaaes, were ot a.bsolute1y no iaportance to thea. Unwillingness to
support the dependents, adultery, big~, divorce without the consent ot the other party and open prostitution were onlY' a few of
the problema encountered by the migrant families .15
Migration and Social Disorganization
Students ot urban sociology in India consider Bombay and other large
industrial oi ties 11ke Calcutta as over urbanized.

Industrial oi ties of India

bave grown, not only as a. result of increasing econoaio activity.

The impov-

erished countryside constitutes the main push factor in migration to the city.

15neshmukh, p. 219.

l

A city of thia t1)e oaanotJrOYi4e even aint.um cond1tioaa of civilize! exiatenc.: ••1., houains an4 eapl.o,..nt to all 1ta

_ana.

~P'8Dt8

ia Just beyoDtl ita

Althouah Davia 100ka uJOD. ewer-urbanization as a poaaible st1llulWi to

h.rther econc:.1c growth, he also NlUU'U that "onr-vbaDizatioD ••• i8 _11
calculate4 to proyoke the . ., . . Uacontent. 1n the JOPIl.at10l'l.

J'ac'" v1th

icUe, iap:mlri.he4 an4 rootle.. urban . . . . . , the lonrDMnt i. torced. to take

drastic action

OJ"

allow it.elf to be replaced b,. a

Whether the laet happeu or not, a ai t-.tloa

11_

11ft'

revolutioaary srov.p."16

this ia ideal bree41q 8l"ound

tor all tat ia lmown aa "urban patholoQ". "17
Bawever, the

_y

aocial problAa of

""'&7 ia that 1ta poovth e11d not take

place a:rCND4 a well or.aai...., aociaJ..q aDIl pbJ'aicall:J' settled, atrona nuelewl,
which already ha4 a lema hiatoZ7 behill4 i t . . an 1IlJOrta.nt urban centre.
stated 8ar11er, aince 1870 Dever le•• thaa 70

BoIIbar'

cU.,.

appta.re4 to

that ".&1".18 T.bat

ave

ptl"

c.nt ot tM popllation of

been bora outai'" tM city at

_ana tbat it i.

As

e'ftl')"

cenau since

alva7a a lI1aorit7 which teels "at hoM"

in taat cit,., the "Jorit,. are "straaaer•• "
The

kill4 ot receptlcm 1Ih1oh the cit,. 11ft. to the •• utortunate, Job-

lMteQ a1gants tr_ the rural areas baa varied. vi tll V&l'71B1 occadon..

Bombay,

11ka all other iaportaat ll'lduatr1al citi.s, has been extreM17 sen.itiv. to

16nnc.le,. Davi., !!!! PoP.lati~ .!!

IaUa

.!!!!

Paki.tan ('Princeton 1951),

p. 21'.

!!!,

17». laratn, "urbanization
IX (September 1960), p. ,.

ana ac.e

Soeial Probl... ," Sociological Bulle-

l.8acm.r_nt ot India (Pabl1cati01Ul D1vi.ion), India Ceneus Report, 1951
(lfev Delhi 19"). "
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periods

o~

boom and depresalon,

o~

war and peace,

o~

intlation and. deflation,

ot abundance and acaroit,.. The tate of the s.-tgrant workers baa been intimately connected with theae chanles.
The early continpnts that ca. to Bombay were quickly a.bsorbed. in the
expanding industries.

Theae workers, atter settling down in Bombay, broqht

their friends and relatives, thus increasing the labour toree in the city.
Today, the ootton textile industry' alone lives e.ployment to a very large

nuaber ot man--and YCIIen--to about 40 per cent ot the industrial workers in
the eity.19
A 8isntf'1cant tactor that facilitate. t~ flow ot "rural1tea" into the
city, besides the availabilit;y ot employment, 1s the availabillty ot acc01llllodation.

The BoIlba;y MunicipU1ty and Govermaent have built a number

in dif'f'erent industrial areas.
congested.

chawla

These working-class chawls are however highly

Light and. air are conspicuously lacking in

and water and bathroom

o~

~acil1 ties

man)"

are equally inadequate.

ot the tenements;

In tact, the con-

.. stion and the tilthy conditions ot thea. chawls are a most disgusting sight.
A room ot 10' X 10' aecOlllllOdates a large family, and occasionally even two
families.

Quite a fev ot thea sleep in the passages at night.

This conges-

tion is created., firstly, by the large-seale influx ot workers and secondly
by workers accommodating the neweOll8rs coming trom their own villages for jobs
in the city.

The "rurall tes" invariably show a keen desire to help their

neighbours coming to the city trom their villages, even at the cost of great
personal inconvenience.

19Q.orle Rosen, Industrial Chge

1;1

II
II

,I

!!l

India (Glencoe 1958), p. 36.
'I

I.!

I

The housing comUtiona and the overcrowding in buildings in aan.y parts of

Bombay, Calcutta and other industrial towns present the BOst shocldna spectacle

The findings of the Indian Industrial Commission of 1917 or of the Royal Commssion on lAbour of 19,1, or the more recent report of the Health Survey and
Developnent COIII11tt.e (l~), all point out the treMndous overcrowding in the
labourers' quarters in Boaba.y, Calcutta and si1l1lar industrial centres.

That

the 8i tuation had not changed very much in 30 years may be seen from the to1lowing quotation from the

1946

report:

The tilth and squalor which ve saw in the "ahatas" ot Cawnpore or the "butees" ot Calcutta are indescribable. A dark,
dingy room built in such a lII8llner that n.ei ther light nor air can
enter it and With as many as eight or ten persons sometiaes livinc in it, represents the type ot living ace~tion vhi~B workers have to accept in these congested industrial centres.
Ten years later, hOUSing was and still is the key problem ot 80eial velfare in India's industrial centres, specially Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, Jamshedpur, etc. 21
But there are

Il&ny'

other social prob1_s of health, hygiene, recreation;

of social elisorganization because ot disrupted family lite; of lack ot social
control which beY1lders particularly the t01"lll8r v1l.la.ger Who used to live under
the illlll8diate control ot the 30int-taa1ly and the vil.la.ge; of d1fterent working discipline; of "loneliness."
However, the aost disturbinc teature in Bombay's city lite, as in the
other large industrial cities ot India, is the glaring ditterenee between the

20mtalth Survey and Deve10pDent Committee, Government.2! India, Vol. I,
(l~6), pp.

80-81.

21Ibid., pp. 16-17.
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rich and the ))OCr.
labour.
workers.

The general low level o'f vaps re'flects the abundance o'f

Rural unemployment always provides new . .sses o'f prospective city
Where in Western countries the ratio o'f income of a professional and

an industrial worker
higher.

~ be ,

or 4 to 1, it is 15 or 20 to 1 in India, or even

The "deaoeratization of the social structure" in the West was only

possible because o'f two lIlain 'factors which are both largely absent in India,
naaely a

hip produetivi ty per worker and well organized, strong trade uniOns.~

The low produetivi ty of the workers in Bombay is partly caused by poor equip-

lIlent and outd.a.ted machinery, but partly alllO by the laek o'f tra1ni1'l8 and by
de'fieient industrial organization.

crown

The trade: union JIlOVnent in Bombay has

much stronger in the last 'fev decades, but has no backbone in the 'fora

of substantial f'unds saved by the Mabel'S to see thea through a long strike.

Trade Wlione still are, In u.ny eases, organizations to start a strike, less
otten strong enoush to maintaln it and very seldom able to interest the vorkers in perlods of industrial peace.

2'

The ID4ustrial Mivant--A "Marlinal Man"

From the UBSCO Report on the "Social Implications 0'1 Industrialization
and Urbanization, ,,24 it may be coneluded that the migratlon of 11 to l' per

22Eugene V. Schneider, Industrial Soeiolog,y (Bew York 1957), pp.

271-99.

2'A. J. Fouseea, !!I! Determination .!!!.! Organized Labour !!! India (Poona
1961), pp. 31.'2; A. S. Mathur and J. S. Mathur, Trade Unlon Movement !!! India
(Allahabad 1957), p. 250.

1956.

21t.uosco,

"The Social Implications 0'1 Industrialization and Urbanization,"
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cent families may be regarded as economicallY succesatul;25 the migration of
about 9 to 10 per cent may be regarded as a complete f&11ure;26 while the
migration of' about 77 per cent families might be termed as "Jllarginal. ,,27
It can be regarded neither

&8

a positive success nor as a total failure.

Both econaa1call)r as well as socially this vast majority of the migrants
had sutfered the most.

The descriptions of tbe worst economic distress and.

25The investigation in eight towns in India showed that 126 out 01" 959
tami11es (about l ' per cent) were Willing to stay in the industrial towns
wi th the aploym.ent that they had secured at the t1me the tmESCO survey vas
carried out. It can, therefore, be est1ma.ted that about 11 to
per cent of
the migrant f'81Ii11es could lI8lte a 11ving in the industrial town and were econcaically settled. It IIlU8t, however, be kept in mind that just because these
migrant f'8III111es had. aecured _ployment and were regarded as settled economically, it cannot be s&1d that they bad a.lao successfully adjusted themselves
to the social and. cultural environaent of the industrial town of' residence.

1,

26rhe migration of these 9 to 10 per cent f'81Iilies vas a complete tailure.
Not only vas it not possible tor them to ma.lDt a living in the towns, but as a
result of the prolonged urban contact their interest in and abi11ty for agricultural work had also d1a1nished considerably. Agricultural emplayers do not
prefer to hire the labourers Who bave moved to the town and have returned to
the v1llap as a last resort. On the other hand, the labourer wo returns
from the town remains aloof from the 80cial 11te of the village he does not
lilc.e the v11lap atmosphere and. agricultural eaployment and partly because he
has developed a feeling of shame due to the consciousness of his own inability
to get along well in the town. These could. be termed "marginal" in the villages.

27The UNESCO Report states that the net impact of the ci tywarcl movement
on about three.. fourths of the II1grant f8ll1lies was the creation of "imecision"
in the minds of these migrants. Not only was their Ddgration unsuccessful
econoa1cally but it alao resulted in personal and social cUsorganization.
These could. be termed ''marginaln in the industrial towns--and this section
deals with the ''marginal man" in the industrial towns.
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utter personal and social disintergration apply mainly to these famil1es.
Bence the typical Iligrant as described in this UNESCO report 1a a

"mar_

ginal man, ,,28 in whoa the confl1ct of rural and urban culture traits is very

active and who is consequently the moat obvious suff'srer tram the cultural
ahoek.

Be ia not quite villing or capable to break with his rural past nor

is he quite accepted in the atrange and indifferent urban environment in which
he is now trying to seek a footing.
'!'here are three stages in the developaent ot the industrial Iligrant as a
"marginal :man":

(a) At the very first stage when the Ilip,"ant initially

CaMS

into the

urban environment, he is comparatively ignorant of the characteristics of
town lite as well as his new low status.

As long as he is not directly faced

with competition in economic l1fe and the indifterence or hostil1ty in social
l1fe he moves about in the imlustrial town like a rustic villager with his
tormer rural values and attitudes.
(b) But at the second stage he is painfully aware of' the difference be..
tween his own ways and the ways of the town people.
hi_elf' to the new urban situation.
each II1.grant.

Be then tries to adapt

This is a.l:aost a stage of crisis for

He is perplexed about everything in the industrial town.

(0) But in the tinal stage he either piCks up new skills and new ways
and settles down in the town, or decides to go back to the village ot origin

~or a detailed discussion of the concept of "marginal man" please see:
(1) Robert E. Park, "BUIIall Migration and Marginal Man," American Journal ot
Socl01OV, Vol. " (May 1928), pp. 881-9', and (2) EYerett V. Stonequist,.!'!!! Marginal M!!! (New York 19'7).

and thus overcOJII8s his marginal category.

In the majority of eases, bowever,

be remains completely ind.eoiai ve and relegates hilllSelf permanently to a marginal status which further intensifies his personal and social disorganization.
The Industrial Migrant--And Bis Rural Image
Recent urban research29 in India bas revealed that even though migration
to urban centres and. factory towns reduce to

SOlle

extent tbe voltage ot rural

life, yet seldQlll has there been a complete breek1ng away trom the rural image
or denial

oi- rural ties.

The factory yorker who migrates, by tbe JR1ll-pusb

tactors characteristic of the industrial towns ot India, preserves a longing
and lingering hope of return to his village--and he does so however tempting

and alluring the conditions of urban living and the amenities it provides.
Not only are many of the migrating industrial workers relative strangers
to the city, but quite a number of them are also soJourners.

These sojourners,

some of whom do stay in the city in spite of their original intention, tend to
fom a. rather large transitory population of casual labourers who return bome
to their villages as soon as they have earned the casb they cs..- to get or
who may return home because of unemployment caused by seasonal declines in the
urban labour market.
religious obligations.

Or they may return home to tu1t1l certain soclal and
They then may remain in their villages until economic

need again drives them to the city, sometimes to rema.:i.n there but usua1ly with
the dream of returning to dwell in the village again same day at least 1n the

29n. N. Majumdar, Social Contours .2! !:!! Industrial City (~) (Bombay
1960 ); If. V. Savant, Social Survey .2! Kolhapur Oi ty (Poona 1952).

retirement of old. age.

These casual labourers create a major problem. for

modern industrialization in Bombay beca.use the turnover of many factory opera.tors is so rapid that they remain too short a time to be trained to the level
of skill that is increasingly required in modern industry.
A village in India 1s a concept--a way of life--and as such
the villagers find it difficult to adJust themselves to the city.
On the other hand the urban popu.l.ation is reluctant to scatter
towards the villages, which even today do not offer minimum comtorts and amenities ot lite, or the tull needs ot the urban people.
Even workers long associated with tactory life and 1ts environment
respond readily to the call ot the village and migrate periodically'
to the villages, even durill6 their workill6 lite, and permanently
when they retire or when their services are terminated. One ot
the greatest sociological lacuna in India has been this dichotomy
at attitudes and values.~
~
The word "village" in India has a. certain halo around it tor all those

who come frOll villa.ges and have still connections with it.

The response to

any question wherein their village is mentioned is well saturated with their

emotions and sentiments _ People have emotional attaeh1lents to their birth
places, which is further strengthened by mytholo81ca.l stories and cultural
torces, and. culminates into a kind of village patriotism.

Studied in the

totality ot the situation, we tind that the responses eulo81s1ng everything
rural is more a sentimental teeling than a result of the inconveniences and
difficulties _t with in the city_

Bowever, it would be unfair to cCDpletely

ip.or. the lim ted aecaamodation, terrific congestion, dirt and squalor in
which these workers live in Bombay.

Fa.m11y happiness or marital happiness is

difficult to imagine in such environment.

3<\ta.jumdar, p.

x.

While the city provides employment
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and income to these workers, it seems to take away from them the other essen-

tials of a happy home.
Generally" the industrial migrants in Bomba.y a.re all praise for village
life.

Associations with the land and the village-home are very strong.

In

spite of the fact that the land is unable to support them they have deep attach.
ment to it.

Even the Mahars, Chambha.rs, JCumbhars and other lower caste people,

who may have been mal-treated in their villages, who were dubbed as "untouchables," who did not have the privileges of us ing the same wells as those used
by high caste Hindus, who may have been looked upon as inferiors in their villages, still hold a strong attachment for

the~small

pieces of land or the

roofs they may be having in the village.

Perhaps the treatment by the caste

Hindus at home (in the village) is taken as a matter of course, perhaps their
distance from home has aroused feelings for the village and its people in
which all the bitter memories are submerged, perhaps preference for village
life is motivated by a desire to escape from the noise and the speed and the
routine and the drudgery of work in a factory.

Or, perhaps they find that

even here in the city their privations, humility and struggle have not ended,
but have taken on many new and complex aspects, and have become harder to
endure too.

These migrants, underprivileged in their original home villages,

remain underprivileged in the city.

In the village, they were underprivileged,

but perhaps that was in accordance with the stmple and traditionally" accepted
social pattern and did not make itself felt.

It was accepted by them.

they were not aware how far they were underprivileged.

Only

In the City, they

remain on the lowest rung of the econcaic and social ladder.

''Democratisation''

equality of opportunity for all, equal rights and privileges and such other
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avowals guaranteed in the Consti tution
far as these people are concerned.

o~

India is all airy and vague talk so

AD. this also probably contributes to

their yearning, when they are in a ref'lecti ve mood, f'or the peace of' the village.
Art and culture do

~lourish

in the city; but these workers have neither

the IIlOney nor the leisure to engage themselves in the enjoyment of these pursuits.

They come £'rom mud cottages in the villages which may be bad enough,

but in the city they have sometimes to live in hovels and chawla which are
very much worse.

The environment, the surroundings, the conditiona in which

the worker is sametilles forced to stay in the, city of Bombay cannot but lead
to fatalism and morbidity.

It should be general17 said, in the ultimate analy-

siS, that the present city life does not much aftect or have a significant
impact on the very poor industrial workers.

The many cultural activi ties in

the city are monopolized largely by the rich and to a lesser extent by the
middle classes.

It is on rare occasions that poor industrial workers f'ind t1me

to go to art galleries, theatres, auditoriums, or
talents.

disp~

their own artistic

I'or most of these enjoyments cost money and require leisure.

So long as this state

ot af'tairs continues, workers will always find

f'ault with city life and would not develop roots in an urban milieu.

The wor-

kers get their daily meals, perhaps a little more food at meals than they had
in the village, and even may save tor a rainy day, but they do not establish
emotional attacbment to the city and its people.

This sufficiently accounts

for the discontentment and dissatisf'action of these poor industrial migrants
with the city life.
It is generally asserted that the roots

o~

Bombay's industrial labour
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lie in villages, and many of the industrial problems like heavy turnover,
abseentism, etc. are attributed to this tact.
keeps close conta.ct with the village.

The industrial worker in Bombay

The UNESCO Research states that 71 per

cent of those interviewed replied that they send their families to their villages once a year or II.Ore.,l
If the number of visits of the family members to the native village is
an indication of the intensity or degree of contact with the village home, this
phenomenon is of no mean importance.

This Ilobility between two types ot cul-

tures, between two societies with wide d1fferences is of great 1JIlportance to

a. social scientist.

It implles the transllisl!tion ot values, outlooks, ways of

behaviour, and other cultural aspects; and in the contact, urban culture
usually gets the upper hand.32

New ideas, ideolo8ies, modes of behaviour

learnt in the c1ty, are carried to the village.

This is an important means of

carrying urban culture to the rural areas.

'1The UNESCO Research Report states that several migrants make their
visits to the Y1llage tor long periods and return. :&early halt (47~) o't those
interviewed v1sited their villages once a year for long periods, lBj twice a
year, and about 6~ three times or II.Ore. URESCO,!!!!. Soc1al Implications ~
Industr1a.l1zation ~ urbanization, p. 81.
,2Sbyama Dube, India's Chaying Villages (London 1958), p. 27.
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CHAPTER III
THE SOCIAL IMPACT OF BOMBAY'S INDUSTRIALIZATION AND
URBANIZATION ON MARRIAGE MID FAMILY LIlI'E

Positive Effects of Industrial-Urbanization in Bombay
The negative effects of industrialization and urbanization briefly

enumerated in the previous chapter are not such that they cannot be remedied
or prevented considerably.

In any case the creatl
ve tendencies inherent in
,

industrialization are such valuable requirements of civilization that a check
to the progress of industrialization and a return to the villase can be suicidal.

Improvement in the material standard of living, the freedom from the

fetters of superstition and corrupt social institutions, and the widespread
acceptance of the values of "liberalism" are benefits of industrial-urbanization that cannot be ignored.

The evil effects of industrialization must and

can be overcome by conscious planning at various levels, governmental and
otherwise. l
Industrialization and urbanization have been in many ways a great blessing to Bombay.

Industrialization has made cheap and large-scale production

of consumer goods possible and thus has provided a higher standard of living. 2
lW. H. Chinn, "The Family in Areas of Rapid Urbanization," Oversea.s ~
terly (September l~), pp. 75-77.
2p. If. Prabhu, "Social Effects of Urbaniza.tion on Industrial Workers in
Bombay," Soeiolog1cal Bulletin, VI (March 1957), p. 14.
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Comf'orts of l.ife like more and cheaper cl.othiDg, better housina faci1.1 ties,
transportation and camaunication have been made avail.abl.e to
townsman consumes much
in.

IIOre

many'.

Today the

and varied goods than before industr1al.ization set

Better and easier economic life has produced material. sa.tisfactions which

"cannot be separated f'rca general. happiness in l.ife. ,,'
Industrial. city Ufe affords to people irrespective of their joint-family
and. caste affiliations new openings and oppol'tunities of work.

The 1.aportance

given to individual. skill. and hard work in the city opens up new possibilities
which cut aeross caste and joint-faraily barriers. 4

Even a lOY caste person

118.7 find b1Jlaelt vorking side by side with a :person of a higher caste and

risina in status in the city because of the skill he can show in his place of
work.

Urban SOCiety does not accord to a man soc1al. prestige soaly on the

basis of what his father va.s, as in the village, but also and mainly on the
basis of what he 1s and can do.

This awakens in the people a new sense of

individuality and al.sc ot equallty;5 it

COlDS

into conflict vith the tra.di ..

tional autbortta.r1an Hindu social. organization, and the attitudes which sustain it. 6

'R. D. Lambert, "'actory Workers and Non-la.ctory Workers in Poona, tI
Journal.S!! Asian Studies, XVIII (Bovember 1958), 21.

~. C. Das, "Method and. Approach in a Survey on the Impact of 'actoryEap10yment on the Life of the Workers," Soclol.ogical. Bulletin, IX (March 1960),

46.

5R. D. Choudhury, "Joint
Weekll, IX (September l.957),

Fam1l1' System--Its Present and luture," Economic

1.2,,.34.

6rrabhu, Hindu Social. Orp.nlzatlon, p. 2l.2.
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One

ot the main consequences ot industrial urbanization in Bombay has been

the gradual emergence ot a "Class" society, that is, a society based largely
on money inccae.

The village communities are pr1mar1ly "status" SOCieties,

in which each individual is assisned a place according to his rank in the
joint-tamily and the caste hierarchy.1

This manner ot social stratitication

greatly prevents social mobill ty8 and lends little support to the motivator
individual protit and ccapetition tor soeio-econaa1c &&ins. 9 On the other
hand, with the evolving clus structure 1n Bcabay social prestige is becomiq
mainly llnked with personal econOlll1c acquisitions.

Due to industrialization,

wealth 1s becoains an independent social value, thus weakening birth as the
determinant ot status.

Ko doubt the "new rich" may have to struggle tor a

ti_ to establish his status.

But the present trends are indicative ot new

social value. that are emerging.
Status i8 ctBing to be more aDd more defined in terma of the new
torms ot mobile wealth; and both custom and tradition are losing
the1r hold as the cr1 taria ot prestige and power. The caste and
JOint-tamily demarcations tend to get blurred and gradually becane secondary in 1.mportance. Competition in the econOlll1c tield
is the characteristically urban means of tmproving one's own
social status .10
Perhaps much more important than the purely econoll1c benetits are the

1A. P. Barnabas, "Patterns ot the Rural lI'am1ly," Bulletin, IV (September

1951), 16.
~. S. Ghurye, "Sociology ot Innovation and Mobility," Sociological
Bulletin, X (Mareh 1961), 25.
9rbid., p. 26.
lOp. D. Devanandan and M. M. Thomas, CQIIIIlUlli ty Developnent in India' 6
Industrial Urban Areas (Bangalore 1958), p.

4'.

-

ideological and social benefits that industrialization has brought in its
train.

A spirit of individualism and. f'reedom is fostered by industrializa-

tion and urbanization. ll With the migration of village population into the
grow1ng urban centre of Bombay in search of work, the hold of the joint-family
and the rigidity of caste have became les8 powerful, if not broken down. 12
This growth of individual freedom has helped in the growing realization of
the dignity of human personality.

The general technological development and

the use of the machines help workers to realize that man can control and tame
nature.

A "new humanism" based on the understanding of the h'lDllan potentia-

lities has grown up in the JIl1nds of the urban people.
del of superstitious beliefs and practices. l ,

Villages are the cita-

In the urban centre, people

are less subject to them and a questioning and scientific attitude of mind
develops a.m.ong the urban people.
The fundaaental change which has an overall influence upon the life of
the urban dweller is in the realm of the traditional attitude that the village
dweller had towards the group, whether it be the Joint-family, the caste or
the village cOJllllUnity.

The age-old caste stra.tification and the joint-family

system have given rise to a "collectivistic attitude" which is manifested in

l~houdhury, p.

1234.

l2will1ams Stephena Taylor, "Behaviour Disorders and the Breakdown of
the Orthodox Hindu ,amily System," Indian Journal of SOCial Work, IV (September 194'), 169-70.
13J • ,. Bulsara, "Social Impact of Commun.1.ty Developaent and Other Projects on Rural Life," Sociological Bulletin, VII (September 1958), 81-82.
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the various aspects ot Indian rural cultural lite .14 A villager when he moves
into the industrial-urban area ot Bombay acquires this sense ot personal treedom and does not teel hed&ed in by the "authoritarian" mores and. eustOllS ot
the joint-tamily, the caste and the village-cammmtty.
Western Impact on Bombay'S Industrial-Urbanization
Bombay became industrially urbanized with the advent

ot the British, a.nd

tla transtormation ot the cultural pattern became Inevitable by virtue ot the
new economic organizat1on, ideology and administrative system the British
brought With them.

Capital1sm in the economic tield, l1beralism in the ideo-

logical daaain, and the pr1DC1ple ot equality 1n the sooial and pol1tical syetems became the order ot the ~. ,,15
d1aabil1 ties based on birth.

Liberalism attacked all pr1vileges aDd

!'or it is in its eha1lenae to authority that

this de1IIocrat1c sentiment ot l1berallsm tinds expression.

The individual is

expected to accept a prinoiple not because authority accepted it, but because
its inherent validity requires the tree consent ot others.
the second principle ot l1berali_.

Rational1sm Is

Institut10ns and traditions are valid

only when they are acoeptable to Reason.

There 1s nothing sacrosanct about

thea aDd they can be repudiated and d1scarded when they tail to stand the test

14K• M. Kapadia, "Rural Fa1ly Patterns: A Study 1n Urban-Rural Relations," Sooiolog!cal Bulletin, V (September 1956), 111-12.
15Jen Schlesinger, "The Chang1ng Patterns ot the Hindu Jo1nt Fam1ly in
India," Marriye !!!! hm1;tY Living, XXIII (May 1961), 110.

I'
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of Reason.

The Weltern rationalistic tra.d1 tions which had gained great pres-

tige because of the developaents of modern science and industrial technology,
bave an appeal to the Indian educated classes.

In the sooial reform movements

that have followed, we notice the effects of their impacts on the Joint-family
and the caste structure.

The eonventions and forms of the Joint family and

the rigid inequities of the caste system could not be reconciled with the indivldualistlc and equalitarian trends of liberal thought with which the newly
educated middle classes vere imbued in the industrial town of Bombay. 16

The Influence of Western Ideas in Bombay

,

Since industrialization c_e to Bombay from the West, its urbanization
vas greatly influenced by Ideas from the West.

The acceptance of a body of

Western ideas implied the acceptance of new values from the West or the reordering of values historically found in Indian culture, or both.

Sometimes

these Ide8.8 applied specificall;y to the pattern of marri8.88, such as the disapproval of custClllS like "sati ,,17 and "purdah,,18 and child-marriage and concern for the dis abl li ties ,of widows.

More otten, however, they carried im-

plications for all interpersonal relationships, and their impact on the
relationship of marriage and other relationships in the family was more indirect.

~. M. ltapadia, "Vieva and Attitudes of University Graduates in the
Hindu Community on Marriage and Family Relationships," Sociological Bulletin,
III (March 1954), 30.
17Sati, i.e. "widow-sacrifice on the husband's funeral J!1re.
l~ah, 1.e. "a. veil, covering a voman's face"; a. symbol of modesty
(and sometimes of inferiority to man).
II
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These new Western ideas were and are passed on in IIallY W8\Vs through many
dif'terent kinds of cultural contacts.

Perbaps the widest channel through

which new ideas were passed on was the British-shaped educational system in
Bombay.

Popular literature, the radio and cinema have also been maJor avenues

for the transmission of new ideas in Bombay- .19 Through these modes of transmiSSion, new ideas are widel¥ and quickly spread.
In! tial acceptance at new ideas as bases for social action is never sudden or whole-hearted.
reservations.
behaviour.

Very often they are accepted slowl¥ and with many

It is only in due course that they influence patterns of social

In more than one even highly

ur~ized

tamily in Bombay, the older

generation preserve the old pattern ot lite with very little change, but,
because they accept the new ideas, the pattern of life of the younger generat10n is changing rapidly.

"l'amil¥ patterns hay. been changing.

But it must

be admitted that often the family was and continues to be the socially conser-

vati ve inner sanctum which yields last to new ideas. ,,20
What bas most directly influenced changes 1n f'amily patterns is a wholesome respect f'or the maximum develO];lll8nt of' every individual person.
implies treedc:a and opportunity f'or the individual.

This

This is particularly

necessary where it is most lacking, and implies a new understanding of' the

19uoel P. Gist, "Mate Selection and Mass C01II1IlUDication in India, II Public
Opinion Qu,arterg, XVII (Winter 195'), 481-

2Oj(. M. Thaaas and P. D. Deva.nandan,
India (Bsngalore 1960), p. 49.

!!!!

F.m.erg!ng Pattern
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nature and role of women and children in the family pattern. 2l Beyond this it
strikes at the authoritarian structure ot the joint family

,~

the fixed hier-

archical ordering of castes (which has formed a firm background for traditional family patterns in rural India).

Connected with this is a changed evalua-

tion of marital relations and the concept of "romantic love. ,,22 With the gradual acceptance of these ideas in Bombay and other and other urban areas in
India, certain aspects of the traditional types of marriage and family patterns
in India are beccmd.ng incompatible.
!mPlo;yment of Women Outside the Home
During the early twentieth century, it was considered derogatory for a
wanan to take to extra-domestic work as a means of earning a living.

.

II

Even in

the nineteen twenties a controversy vas raging over the question whether women
should take to extra-domestic occupations at all.

But in the nineteen thir-

ties, under the pressure of econcmd.c necesslty, the contempt for working women
rsmpant among certain sections, specially the orthodox sections ot Hindu
soclety, steadily began to diminish.

A change in the former attitude occured

in Bombay especially during the second World War when even the middle classes
were economically hit bard.

Tbe present 8ituation in Bombay is such that,

because ot the rising cost ot liVing, even women are compelled to take up
jobs outside the home.
Work outside the home brings to the Indian woman the opportunity of

2~th C. Kennedy, "Rural-Urban Contrasts in Parent-Child Relations in
India," Indian Journal of Social Work, XY (December 1954), 162.

22aist, '~te Selection," p. 494-95.
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widening her outlook and developing her social personality.

Prior ·to her par-

ticipation in outdoor work, a woman in India lived the limited life of a
"domestic servant tt and. "child-bearer" to her husband.
members of her family, a few kinsmen and neighbours.

She mixed with the

But when she has a job

in the factory or in the office, she associates with strangers, with persons
belonging to different

C()llllD1mi ties.

This deepens her social consciousness.

Fran the standpoint of social progress, women 'a participation in outside
work implies that the latent social and creative energies of women are not
only given t'ull scope but are also made socially uset'ul.

further, by making

woman economically independent it creates the firm economic foundation for
the exercise of her social freedom.
The observations made by Dr. Rajnikant Das in 1937 with respect to the
economic, political and social implications of the economic independence of
women still hold true.

Be says:

Independent living otten saves them from the tyranny of social
custom, which closely regulates every step of their lives. What is
of more importance is, that, industrial centres offer larger social
contact, more new ideas and greater educational facilities, which
are themselves a great st1mu1ua to the growth of their individuality
• • • the class struggle common in all modern industries awakened
class consciousness and class solidarity even among women and led
them to take important part in industrial disputes and make common
cause in all affairs of class interests. This growing power for
concerted action has special Significance in the struggle for
women's civic rights and duties in industrial centres where most
of them live. 23
Mrs. Hate's sociological study in 1946 of a group of working women in
Bombay has revealed this trend.

The study made the following analysis:

23Quoted in UHESCO, Women ~ Education in South~, pp. 96--97.
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Out o'f 152 employed waaen, 67~ were 'forced to resort to employment
due to adverse financial circumstances;
5~ chose service because they liked it;
5~ because they desired to utilize time;
4~ because they considered occupation as a quali'fication. 24
An increasing number not only of the poor working class but also of the

middle class women are constrained to take up jobs mainly due to economic
necessity.

In many cases, i'f they do not earn, the very survival of their

'families would be endangered.
In a survey carried out by Aileen D. Ross25 in the 1950 's in the indus ..
trial centers in India, women interviewees gave the 'following reasons for
favouring careers 'for their own sex;

because~they

needed interests outside

the heme which would make thea 'feel more alive, and prevent their having to
sit idly at home; because it would benefit society as there is a great need
'for trained plople in India; because they would enjoy such professions as
nursing and teaching; and because they would help Vi th the family finances.
The men who wanted wanen to have Jobs or careers gave the following
reasons: their extra ineoae would help give the children a better education
and greater comtort and security; the wife would be happier if she were

economically se1f-su'fficient; it would make them as independent as men; it
would prevent women gossiping and nagging; women should not live in a separate
world from men but should have equal status and take equal responsib1li ty.

SOme, however, quali'fied their decision by saying that they were agreeable to careers tor women as long as they restricted these to jobs which they

24c . A. Bate, ~ Social Position
25A1leen D. Ross,

!!! Hindu

.2!

Family

Hindu Women (Bombay 1946), p.

.!!! .!!!

94.

Urban Setti;r!l (Toronto 1961),
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were particularly suited tor, such as teaching, nursing and social service.
Another qualification was that they should not neglect their home and children.
Objections were based on the important roles women pla.y as wives and mothers.
Jobs are not for u.rried women. A married woman should try
to be an ideal housewife and a real mother and there will be a
clash of duties it she takes up a career atter marriage .26
Still other reasons were that they would lose their ttfem1nini ty," it they
would take Jobs away trOll men, and people would. laugb at the husband ot a
wife who worked outside her home to earn her living.
In spite of the more lenient attitude to working wives that is now
developing, many Hindu wives and husbands

s~ll

have to run the gauntlet

ot ridicule, particularly if the wife is working in a

new f1eld for women,

tor it takes the public a long time to adjust to this new s1 tuation.
The number of women engaged in various occupations bas been steadily
increasing 1n Bombay.

Women work as office secretaries, stenographers,

telephone opera.tors, journalists, nurses, midwives, health vis1tors, teachers,
air hostesses, police, shop assistants, etc.
to a

~1

Women are to be found, though

extent, in higher professiOns also like law, medicine and commerce.

However, the number of women doctors and lawyers is still meagre though it
indicates that women have begun to enter those fields also.
After India becU18 independent, Indian wOllen haft been working in foreign
political and administrative services.
wing of the armed forces also.

pp. 201-203.

26Ibid ., p. 203.

They are now admitted to the medical

It should be noted that in these fields,

there is no discrimina.tion between men and wemen in regard to salary, scales
and promotion.

Hence the change in the traditional attitude: women are now

accepted as co-workers on the basis of "equal pay for equal work. tt
The following figures in Table III reveal the present position of women
engaged in extra-domestic work in various services and professions in India.
In a city like Bombay, we f'ind in the morning, middle class wemen em.ployees hurrying in the streets to reach factories, offices, schools, hospitals,
commercial centres and other places of employment.
Education of Women
During and after the second world war, wemen in Banbay have been constrained to take up jobs because of rise in prices of even primary necessities
of life to maintain a family.

However, since even a post carrying meagre

remuneration requires some kind of education, it becomes necessary for women
to get educated.

Due to the underdeveloped economy of India, occupations

available are not ma.tlY'.
among women.

Consequently, the struggle for jobs is acute even

Higher education, therefore, to get better jobs has become a

necessity for women since the economic position of an average family has
deteriorated.

Dr. D. P. Mukerji observes:

Expenditure on girl's edUcation is a kind of' investment. If,
however, occupations were more diverse and facilities for education better than what they are, that investment would have been
IIOre productive. As the matter stands the return now is not proportionate, which bas caused a number of' reactions including the
one against the present system of' education and a certain amount
of f'rustrat1on9.Dlong women who have gone through a regular course
of educat1on. 27

~nQuoted in UNESCO, ~ Status

.2! Women .!!

South~, p.

67.
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TABLE III
WOMEN WORIING OUTSIDE THE HOME EITHER AS :rtJLL...TIME JlJ4PLOYDS OR

PART-TIME WORKERS IN 1951a

Full-time
limp10yees

Occupation
All Industries and Services
Prillary Industries lOt nsewhere Specified
CCIII'Itlerce
Insurance

1,880,417
40',650
48,288

836
2,505

Other FinanCial
Business
Health, Education and Public Administration

2"",129

Medical and Health
Educational Services and Research

50,28,
109,634

Money Lending, Banking and

Police

2,415,176
147,481
482,955
904
8,597
'5,746
29,959
7,636

4,129

Municipali ties, Local Board etc.

25,8~

State Government
Union Government

26,""0
1l,864

Domestic Service

~4,m

Barber and Beauty Shops
Laundry

Hotels, Restraunts
Recreation Services
Legal and :au.siness
Journalists
Welfare Agencies
&J'1gures
Population) •

Part.. t:Lme
workers

from

',607
14,367
8,801
5,027
185
464
1l,145

65,869
26,187
109,052
21,727
27,~

',178
1,144
29,459

Census of India, 1951, Part II B. Economic Tables (General
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The idea of imparting education as a means to cope with the SOCial and
econora1c problems ot life is of very recent origin in IDd.ia.

When the popular

view considered education only as the means of turning out white collared
clerks for the new administrative and economic systems introduced by Britain
in India and when it was almost universally held, that since women had not
to earn their livelihood there was no need of education for them, the problem
of women's education could not emerge.

Mrs. Grey describes this attitude

thus: "It was taken for granted • • • that girls could acquire all that was
necessary in the way of education in their home surroundings. n28
Atter the achievement ot India' s independence, education among women has
been extending and the prejudice against the educated
diminishing.

WalW1

is also steadily

It is now being gradua.ll.y recognized by all that national social

and econCD1c progress cannot be achieved if the Indian waaen--one half of the
nation--live in ignorance and absolute economic dependence.

The universal

acceptance of this view augurs vell for the "emancipation" ot Indian

WOJD8ll-

hood.
The statistical figures of Table IV give an adequate idea of the progress
of women' 8 education in India.

The percentage of literacy among the Indian

people in 1951 was 16.6 and that among the Indian women 7.9.
In 1921 the total number of literate women in India was 2,782,213; in
1931 it rose to 4,169,105. 29 The 1941 census figures are not completely
2BQuoted by L. S. 0 'Malley in "Modern India and the West," p.
29census of India, 1931, p.

327.
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TABLE IV

LITERACY AMOtO THE IJDIAN WOMEN IN 1951a

Humber
Total temale population in India

17',545,520

Li tera.te female population in India

1',650,68,

Literate below middle school standard

12,09',762

Middle school

10,022,388

MatrIculate, Higher Secondary, S.L.C.

292,060

Intermediate science or arts

59,'79

Graduate in arts or science

36,944

Post-Graduates in arts or science
Teaching

6,8'7
'7,777

Agriculture

24,

Veterinary

225

Commerce

1,0'5

Medical

85'
8,106

Others

90,442

alll figures taken from Census ot India, 1951. Paper No. 5 (1954).

Ii
I

l'
correct but, as observed by the Census Officer, they indicate a general trend
of' "pronounced increase amounting in the case of India as a whole to 10 per
cent over 1931 for the population.

Of' this the male increase is 60 per cent

and the female 150 per cent.,, 30
Though the study of these figures reveals that literacy bas increased
among women in India, it should be noted that the progress 18 extremely meagre
Because of the practice of' child marria.se in India, women are unable to devote
themselves to education seriously.

It is, therefore, vitally necessary to

raise the ase of' their marriage if the spread of education aJIlOng the Indian
women has to be accelerated.

On the other band, the progress of' education

due to socio-economic factors is itself helping to raise the age of' their
marriage (as will be seen in the next chapter).

It seems trom this point of

view that education has a particular signif'icance for women, besides the

I

III

I'

demands of' employment opportunities.

i'

Ed.ucation, however, has not yet reached out to the mass ot Indi&n women.
For achieving mass literacy, tar reaching measures wi II have to be adopted.
The new educational policy of the Government of Bombay includes:

(a) the

provision of' universal and tree basic education for all children ot schoolgoing age, &nd (b) improvement and expansion ot liberal and. technical education, provision ot trained personnel, and other facilities for women'e
education.,l

30census ot India, 1941, p.

,1.

'laovernment ot India (Publications Division), India ~ (lew Delhi
1960), pp. 122-2'.

'I'
"IiIi
,:

Aileen D. Ross pertinently remarks in "The Hindu J'am11y in an Urban Setting":
The

encour~ent

of higher education for girls has been one

ot the greatest innovations in India in recent years. Part ot this
is due to the beliet that educated. girls will be able to get better
husbands, and part to the growing realization that WaDen in the
nuclear form ot family are no longer financially secure, for they
may have to earn their own living in later life and perhaps help
to support other family members. It is also d.ue to the grOWing
opportunities for married women to work outside the home and so
add to the family income. The main problem tor highly educated
girls lies in the tact that whereas their former training consisted
of informal education received in the home for their future roles
ot housekeeper, wite and mother, today those attending colleges
otten acquire ambitions tor a vid.er world than the household.
College and university life will also give them more selt-assurance
and independence, which will react on their former subordinate
position 1n marriage to both husband and, in-laws.,2
The progressive trend, however, which is revealed in Bombay and other
industrial-urban centres ot India may be absolutely absent in the rural settiD8 where most ot the Indian population resides.

There are still mill10ns

ot tamilie. Were "wam.an does not enjoy the same freedom as man.

Even today

socially vcas.n is _rely a vehicle tor the continuing ot the race. ""
The modern

YClIII&ll

in Ind1a's industrial and urban areas 1s slowly break-

ins through the shell of a narrow domestic existence and is beginning to
participate in the larger lite ot the natton and humanity at large.
In Boabay a number ot vaaen are devoting their lite to educational,
political, industrial, aeadeJlic, soc1al, or cultural tasks.

This signifies

that they have got out ot the grooves ot a narrow social lite contined to

,2Ross, p. 2,2.

'30. B. Desa1,

Wanen

!!'! Modern

Gu,larati

.!4!!

(Bomba.y 1955), p. 185.
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a score of relatives.

One writer describes this development thus:

Women are gradually realizing that they have personalities
of their own as human beings and that their mission in life does
not end with becoming good wives and vise mothers but also in
realizing that they §fe all members of the civic community and
of the body politic.,4
The woman in Bombay today 1s not living a passive life.
the wife or the daughter of someone.
individuality.

She is not only

On the contrary, she possesses her awn

She is, therefore, slowly revising her attitude towards jOint-

family, marriage and other social institutions.
Transformation of Woman's Status--Its IMpact on Marri!le
,

,I

It must be noted that in a society where the birth of a daughter itself

I:

was ""arded as a calamity, where her only activity was domestic work and.
cbild bearing, where she vas married at a tender age of ten or eleven, where
she was married to a stranger in who •• selection sbe had no VOice, where she,
!II&llY' a tillie, became a widow before she had. outgrown childhood. and where her

personali ty was tied to the apron str1ng of somebody, the present trends 1n
employment and education of WeDen in ID1ia are greatly welcome.

But with

the spread of education, with the increasing opportun! ties opened up for
economic independence in industrial centres, and. with the spread of new 1deas
of equality and self-respect, wam.an for the first time is acquiring the freedam to choose her task 1n life and to make her personal decisions.
imployment and education of women in industrial-urban areas like Bombay
has brought about a tremendous change in Hindu marriage and family ideals and

34J •

S. Raj GopaJ., Indian WaEn

.!!! .:!?!!!

New

AI!

(Bombay 1960), p. 195.
,

I

I

I,
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practiees.

The Hindu ideal of marriage, the Joint-family system, seelusion

with1n the preeincts of the four walls of the house and the consequent eeonomie helplessness--all conspired to make it impossible for the woman to realize
herself as an individual..

Broupt up trom childhood to believe that she

existed only in relation to men as "daughter, wife and mother, "'5 she moulded
her life on a pattern designed to please man most.

Women were hopelessly

ignorant of the world around them and henee had no nobler outlook on life.
They had no means of realizing the rights secured for them by legislation,36

and if perchanee they knew something of these rights, there was no desire on

.

their p!rt to break away trOll the "traditional morality. II

Living in the

narrow world of children, husband and his pa.:rents, they had no ambition in

life other than to live as quietly as possible in the scaet1mes "rough sea"
of the Joint-family.
~onfines

Employment and education has brought them out of the

of the home and put them into contaet with the pbilosopby of libera-

lism and the democratic traditions of the West.
limployment and education of women and men has taken rapid strides during
the last twenty years in Bom.ba.y and hundreds of girls and boys now attend
lectures in post-graduate classes.

An educated young man is no longer satis-

fied with tbe prospect of a wite who is to be "the acqUiescent slave of his
desire and the begetter of Children,,,'7 but looks to her for intellectual

35Cormack, ~ Hindu Woman, p. 146.
36constitution of India.

'1K'apad1a,

!hrriye ~ Family

!!

India, p. 255.
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cooperation and participation in the pleasures and joys of life.

Employment

and education is thus not only deterring the age of marriage of wcaen, but

is bringing about a new relationship between husband and wife.
Since the late 1930's women's education in Bombay has received great
impetus because ot this growing desire of men to marry educated brides.

On

the other hand, the gradual change in tamily structure, which has deprived
women ot the former economic security of the large Joint-family, has made
parents increasingly aware ot the importance of educating their daughters
so that they would be able to look atter themselves financially should the
need arise.

Young women, too, are on the wh91e keen to have higher education.

One reason tor this attitude lies in the fact that girls in a city like Bam-

I,

, ~i I

bay are becoming increa.singly influenced by the attractions of the outside
world and more attractive and lucrative jobs.
ambitions.

Educa.tion also promotes higher

It will help to develop ind.ividua.l1ty and may promote desires for

more freedom from tamily controls.

All this Will increasingly aftect pattern

of marriage and family life in Bombay.
Cl;!a.ying Views on MarriNl!
A number of studies have been made to examine the impact of the changed
socia.l environment on tbe changing views on marriage and family.

We Will

restrict ourselves here to just a. tew studies made in Bomba.y which show a
significant trend:
1. "Sceio-economic Condition of the Educated Women in Bombay City, It
by Mrs. C. A. Hate in 1930.

2. "Changing Views on Marriage and Family," by Prof. K. T. Merchant in
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,. "Woman in Modern Gu.1arati Life," by Mr. G. B. Desai in 1~5.

4. "The Social Position of Hindu Women, tt by Mrs. C. A. Bate in 1946.
Mrs. Bate's Views--Mrs. Bate was the first to investigate into the changing views on marriage in Bombay.

She employed the questionnaire method and

the sample of her survey was chosen from the employed girls who were already
matriculates, so that the attitude of those who were already imbued with the
new industrial-urban culture could be studied.
Regarding the choice of the partner in marriage, Mrs. Hate concludes
that "on tbe whole, it seems that these women have made a bold stand against
the convention of their marriages being arranged by the parents without their

Regarding the socio-econOllt.1c conditions, Mrs. Bate observes that "on the

whole, the result fram this group of questions indicate a definite tendency
on the part of women to becaae independent econanically a.nd thus attempt to
tmprove their socio-economic conditions."'9

Prom the whole inquiry Mrs. Hate feels that "a definite change has taken
The

investigation has 1ndicated that the chaDge is deep and vital. ,,40

38c . A. Bate, "The Socio-econOll1c Conditions of Educated Women in Bombay
City," pp. 101-102.
'9Ibid .,

p. 142.

40Ibid ., p. 162.

I..
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having a word to sq for themselves ... 38

place in the socio-economic conditions and personal status of women.

.1

19
Professor Merchant's Observations--Prof. K. T. Merchant made the study
of "Changing Views of Marriage and Fa.m1ly" during the

Salle

period.

He carried

on an investigation among taree groups viz young boys, young girls and Iliddleaged persons, to know as to how the change has affected these three sections.

Here we will confine ourselves only to the replies given by young girls (who
numbered 18) which are very revealing of the present trend:
It was found that girls favoured marriage at the age of

19.1 for g1rls

and 25 for boys.

Nearly 18 per cent of the girls supported marriage by personal chOice,
while the remaining felt that marriages

III&)"

Pe arranged by the parents but

with the prior C01'18ent of both the partners.
Professor Merchant found tbat in place ot the view that marriage is
merely a. religious ceremony the personal view is gaining ground.
Regarding the nature of the family, just ten young women expressed the
view in favor ot joint-family.
Mrs. G. B. l)esai's Stm--''Women in Modern Gujarati Lite" is a study
ms.d.e by Mrs. G. B. Desai to examine the impa.ct of the changed social environment in Bombay on marriage and family life.
replies received tram

Her study was based on the

900 women, not chosen on

any specific sampling method.

The questionnaire was filled by middle class Gujarati women.
On the problem of the choice of the partner in marriage the study

revealed the tollowing analysis:
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Married
Women

Unmarried
Women

In favor of marriage by personal choice

16.5~

57.8~

In favor ot marriage arranged by parents
but with the consent of both the
partners

71.0,

4 women

Mrs. Desai was the first to investigate the opinions ot the respondents
on the question of the need ot divorce.

She found tha.t 47 per cent of the

married respondents stood for divorce while 49 per cent of them were against
it.

Four per cent did not express their opinion.

But the opinions of the

.

girls who were not yet married is very revealing as it gives quite a differ..
ent picture of the problem.

:Nearly 7:5.' per cent voted for divorce.

With regard to their attitude about the type of family, it was found
that 42.6 per cent of the respondents preferred to stay in joint.. family
while 57.4 per cent were opposed to it.

Among

the 1lIlJIarried girls, 38.91

supported joint-tamily while 61 per cent were against it.
Onl.y 21

that "it a

ot the respondents bad independent income, even though many felt

WOJI'18Jl

is educated she can. manage to earn her livelihood. ,,41

Mrs. Bate's Seoond Analya1s--'1'he second study made by Mrs. Hate in 1911-6
on the "Social Position of Hindu Women" was limited only to the middle class

ot Hindu society in lkabay. Her ana17s18 18 based on the replies received
trom 805 women.
As for the age

Of these,

26, were not married, 427 married and 115 widows.

ot marr1ase, she seellS to be a 11ttle troubled at the late

41Desai, Women:!! Modern Gujarati ~, p. 109.
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marriages and

repeat~

declares that the educated persons delay marriage

too long.
Nearly 74 per cent of her unmarried subjects opined that they would like
to choose their partner themselves.
In the married life 13 per cent of the couples declared they were unhappy.

Naturally she inquired about the opinions of married women regarding

the problem of' divorce.
160 were against it.

Pour hundred ninety-eight supported divorce while

She found the "younger generation to be more favourable

to the innovation than the older one. ,,42
Thirteen per cent of the women did not intend to marry.

She concludes

that "Present conditions make it possible for women to lead an independent
life and leave aside the question of marriage altogether if they so choose .,,43
Thirty-three per cent ot the subjects were members of the joint-family.
She remarks, "This small percentage denotes that this institution like all
others in the traditional Hindu Society bas also weakened under modern influences. ,,44

But due to present day difficulties nearly 75 per cent a.pprove

ot it.
Her inquiry further revealed that 19 per cent of the women were engaged
in some kind of remunerative work.

As for the reason of employment it was

found that 67 per cent of them were forced by circumstances.

42uate,

l'!!!

Social Position

.2!:

Only 5 women

Hindu Woman, p. 122.

43Ibid., p. 49.

44Ibid ., p. 79.
'I

\
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were working because they liked it.

In :fact, one-third o:f the women who were

not studying were :found working.
Wi th regard to the question as to how the status o:f women should be improved, the :following suggestions were made:

158

advocated cOlllpulSOry education With economic bias;

109 stood. :for economic independence;
73 :favoured equal status with man;

5" declined
expressed in :favour o:f :freedom o:f thought and action.
to answer the question.

Others

These sociological studies point out the following two significant :facts:

(1) bo trends are working in the present Indian SOCiety, one in the direction
o:f soc1al change and progress, the other struggling to preserve the status quo.

i
'I

As revealed in these studies the new re:fol'll1st trend is su:r:ticiently strong

in Bombay and prCllises a bright future.

(2) The other fact disclosed 1s that

the Hindu SOCiety 1s registering a steady social advance.

The old reactionary

conception o:f the role, position and fUnction o:f women is slowly giving way
to a new higher and more democratic conception.
a larger and larger section of women.

Education is spreading among

Further, there is a growing desire

81IOng women for participating in outdoor econCllic and social work.

More and.

more women consider se1:f-respect and the development o:f personality as neceasary goals of life.

The two old pillars of the Hindu SOCiety viz. indissoluble

marriage and joint-family are weakening.
Women in Bombay today and also in other urban centres o:f India are realizing that marriage is not the only goal in lite.

The effect of liberal educa-

tion, the value attached to the developunt of personality and urge :for economic independence are some o:f the main causes which are responsible for

,I

generating this new outlook.

It is no doubt true that there are many cases

of girls who are forced to remain umaarried, in spite ot the fact that they
wish to marry, because of lack. of an appropriate partner or because ot economic
reasons.

But the fact that they can afford to live an UIlIII8.rried lite itself

proves the change that has come about both in their subject!ve attitude and
the objective environment.
As a result of education aDd economic independence, women especially have

become more vocal in their deu.:Dd.

It is not surprising that Merchant found

that educated and econOllically' independent women were mainly in opposition to
the joint-family; while onl¥ 13.9 per cent

f~voured

it, 15.0 per cent opposed

it.
The reason

tor the discontent ot the wcaenf'olk is underst811dable.

The

senior male members have larsel1 realized the changing attl tude aIlOng the
young and. the tather has ceased to be the sole direetina toree ln the famlly',
adaptlns his authority and II&k1ng it more palatable to the educated and earning _Ilbers of his ta.m111 in order that the situation shall not be further
aggravated by, for example, the son asserting his privileses or tak1ng recourse to the law.
Such, however, is not always the change in the attitude between the females in the family:
The frequent pattern of behaviour toda1 between daughter-inlaw and mother-in-law in a Hindu faail1 is one of conflict arising
out of the daainance of the latter over the former. The educa.ted
wcman finds this irksOlllle. The mother-in-law, trained in the old
tradi tion and not fully conscious of the change that has come about,
g1 ves in only grudgingly at the behest of her husband and very often
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under pressure from her son. 45
The new industrial economic structure and the new ideology in Bombay have
been a.ffecting the stability of the Joint-family system.

Due to economic

exigencies of employment, persons are forced to live separately.

Further,

due to the influences of the democratic and individualistic concepts, the
industrialized educated class is beginning to disfa.vour life in the Jointfamily.

Women IS lot was the hardest in the joint-family.

The struggle be-

tween the daughter-in-law and mother-in-law are the themes on which considerable amount of Indian verna.cular literature is based.
bas appeared.

Toda;y a new conflict

On the one hand, ideologicallV the educated strata in indus-

trial towns support the separate individual family While, due to economic
dif'ticulties like insufficient income, unemployment, poverty, etc., they
would like to sta.y in a Joint-family.

Further a maFried woman who is forced

to work outside her home faces the dOJD.estic problems of looking atter the
children and feels the strains ot household work.

She wants aid in this

difficulty and naturally joint-family life still appears as a boon.

,
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CHAPTER IV

THE CHAltGING

nmJ

JOINT-FAMILY PA'rrERN IN BOMBAY:

SOME CHANGES OBSERVED

Shift from Arranged Marriages to Marriage by Personal Choice
Arranged marriages have functioned satisfactorily in the rural agrlcultura1 communi ties 1n which caste and j01nt-family operate as a means of SOCial
control.

When the parents, for example, are arranging the marriage of their

son they make inquiries into the sub-caste of his future wife.

The idea is

to locate a girl who can adjust to their joint-family conditions and religious
beliefs.

These adjustments are in regard to social etiquette, customs, be-

1iefs, religious practices, etc.

Personality differences are of little con-

sequence unless they are ot an extreme nature.
Atter marriage the girl becomes a member ot her husband's joint-family.
While 11ving in her parents t home, she had a whole host ot subtle values,
tastes, approvals, disapprovals, fears, hopes and aspirations,

1

all of which

are part of her personality and related to the social and agricultural environ
ment in which she lived.

Since her husband's tamily is also of the same caste

and lives in the village, physical and psychological adjustments in the new

home are not very difficult to malte.

R. IC. Mukherjee writes:

llC. M. Kapadia, "Changing Pattern of Hindu Marriage and Family," Sociological Bulletin, IV (September 1955),16l.
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The individual worker here adjusts himself to the entire cycle
of ploughing, Sowing, reaping a.nd marketing, as well as to various
other tasks in which the family as a. whole has interest. Among
agricultural people there is not sharp cleavage between the private
life of the family and the routine of occupation. Pa.m1ly traditions,
religious rites, and vocational tasks intermingle. Thus the total
life-cycle of the individual and the family becomes solidary and
\Ulitary, preventing stresses and strains arising from the conflict
of the severa.l planes of life which industria.l civilization inevitably brings in its train. 2
One feature which minimizes the possibilities of conflict within the

rural joint-family is that the husband and wife are not entirely dependent
upon each other for the develoJDent of their personal1 ties.

'!'here is the

mutual dependence for sexual gratification but as regards love, sympathy,
encouragement and companionship, they can faJ1\. back upon the other members of
the joint-family.

In the beginning, the new wife has her prOblems, but very

soon finds within the household, girls of her own age and temperament as
congenial ccmpanions.

Similarly the husband has other companions within the

family with whcm be has been living all his life.
These institutions and practices whicb act as safety valves in regard to
family integration in the rural society are missing in the urban industria.l
area.

The caste structure is losing its rigidity and the .10int-family is

slowly disintegrating with the result that husband and wife are becoming more
and more interdependent.

It is no more a matter of adhering to joint-family

group custaas and agricultural traditions but a matter of being able to live
wi th another person (husband or wife), and be able to I118.ke the necessary personality adjustments on "the several planes of life" for creative living.

2Ra.dhakamal Mu.kerjee,

!!!! Culture

~ ~ ~ India. (London 1959), p.

54.

il ,

Therefore the individual character and personality ot the partner becomes more
important in a marriage in the industrial urban areas than in the traditional
rural areas.

In this situation it is desira.ble that the boy and girl should

personally make the decisions for marriage and have greater freedom of choice
in marriage.

Some attempt to discover before marriage whether there are vi tal

areas ot personality differences seems necessary.

Por if there are significant

differences vb1ch make tor incompatibility between their personalities, life
for both can become miserable and the marriage m8¥ end in utter failure.'
Table V shows that there is a decided desire on the part of a number of
single young people interviewed to have more

~hoice

in the selection of their

marriage partners than the older married interviewees actually had.

Of the

forty-two single men replying to this question, eighteen wanted complete
chOice, twenty-one

SOlIe

chOice and only three were willing to rely completely

on their parents' chOice.

On the other hand only two of the young married

men bad complete choice, as compared to eight who bad some choice and ten who
did not have any.

Wone of the older men bad had complete say in choosing his

wife.
Of the single women, fourteen wanted complete or

same choice as contrasted

to five who were still willing to have their parents choose their husbands.
Three of the young married women had complete chOice, and thirteen had some,
in contrast to two of the older married women who had complete choice and ten
who had some choice.

But ten ot the latter women had no say whatever in

'Bursess and Locke, pp. 516-28.
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TABLE V

DESIRE or SIlULE IltTERVI:EWEES '1'0 CHOOSE MARRIAGE MATm AS
CONrRASTED WITH AMOUNT or CHOICE OJ' MARRIED IlTERVIEWEESa

Complete Choice

Some Choice

No Choice

Totals

Women
Single
Young Married
Older Married

7
3
3

7
13
10

5

19
21

Tota.l Women

12

30

Men
Sinsle
Young Married
Older Marr1ed

18
2

Total Men
TOTAL

5

-10

22

20

62

21

0

8
7

3
10
4

42
20
11

20

36

17

73

32

66

37

135

aRoss, The Hindu Family

.!!! lli

Urban Settiy, p. 252.

choosing their husbands.
One caution in interpreting the above figures is that, even though single

Blen and. women say they want complete choice in their ma.rriage partners, they
may not be able to achieve it.

The Table does show that there are still a

sUbstantial number of young men and wcaen who depend to some extent on their
parents' choice, but it a.lso indicates a desire for more freedom of choice of
the marriage partner.

;!

In consideration ot the tee lings expressed in interviews it would
seem that the change that has so far taken place is that instead of
the tormer practice ot parents and relatives mat1ns the complete decision or giving their children the opportunity ot selecting from a
group ot picked Candidates, now the young people themselves tend to
select the persoR they want to marry, and ask their parents' a.pproval
ot their chOice.

The tact that this attitude of young people to freer choice in marriage
Is frequently supported by newspaper articles seems to indicate that choice
In marriage is being also increasingly demanded by Hindu pubUc opinion.
May I uk whether we are goins to re:tuse to board an omnibus
because our grandtather travelled by bullock carts? Culture and
social custom are never stagnant; • • • Girls with f'ully developed
personal1ties • • • are still revolting against the absurd custom
ot marrying a man on the basis ot a meet!lng in a drawing roOlll. zealously supervised by the two families • • • in full tormation 11ke
tvo rival hosts waiting tor the battle to cOl8l8nce. I'or, strange
as it may seEtlll, "arranged" marriages are still the order ot the day
at most levels ot society though the theory that marriage should be
the outcome ot romantic love is accepted by most. • • • It may be
unwise to buIld marriages on mere physical attraction, which Is,
after all, ephEt1lleral, but Msn't a loveless urriage less chance
ot succeeding than a marriage based on attraction to start with '7
Besides, it we concede the emancipation ot women, the necessity ot
educating them. and granting them equal rights, it logically tollows
that they should be granted the right to choose their own partners.
• • • A marriage ot choice may have its own disadvantages, but with
the present trend towards a general equalisation and the modern
emphasis on the personality and its deve1opa.ent, this seems to be
the best way ot building up a happy marriage. 5

Hence the present generation of educated middle-class urban young men and
women seem to be moving towards the desire to have Blore or complete freedan
in marriage chOice, and are against undue interterence and control by parents
or relatives in their chOice.

'I
.,~

.'. ..I

4-Ross, p. 25'.
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5Bha.akraiya Leela, "Addressed to the Bride-to-be," Deccan Herald, Nov.

28, 1954.
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Some idea ot the extent to which Hindus now want to test out their relationships with their future pa.rtners is shown in their desire of how well they
want to know th_ bef'ore marriage.
TABLE VI

DmREE TO WHICH MARRIED IltrERVIEWEES DEW THEIR MATES BEFORE
MARRIAGE CClCPARED WITH DESIRE OF SINGLE IITIRVIEWEES TO KNOW TBEIRSa

Knew Slightly

Never Knew
or Do mot
Want to Know

Saw
Once

Older married

10

11

Younger married

12

16

Marital
status

or Want to
Know a L1 ttl.

Knew or Want to
Know Very Well
Total

,
,

5

29

8

'9

Single men

7

5

19

,1

Single waaen

2

9

6

17

,1

Total
aRoss, p.

27

20

-38

116

265.

This Table shows that only a f'ew of' the married interviewees had. known
their mates at all or known them well 'bef'ore marriage.
never seen them, or

~

The majority had either

seen th_ once, whereas about three-quarters of the

single men and a large number of'the single women wanted to know them well.
The extent to which the views of' a f'ew of' the young men have changed
trail the traditional picture of' a Wif'e is seen in the following replies in

interviews:
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"I want to marry a talented girl, well educated and bea.utiful.

I don 't

mind about her caste, but I would try to avoid inter-camnunal marriage in the
interest of my parents, brothers and sisters."
"I am now twenty-eight years old, and I want to marry a girl of about
the same age. n
"It is easy for me to get a rich girl from I'lr:f native place, but I

.3.Dl

not

after money."

"I don 't want to marry an old-fashioned girl.

I should l1ke to know the

girl I am to marry beforehand, and should also like her to know . . well.

This

is very essent1al, for 1f you know the girl before marriage much of the subsequent problems the arranged marriages are having could be aVOided."

"I want to marry a girl of
pan:1on in life.

~

age because I want her to be a. true com-

She also must be used to city l1fe."

"I believe in giving -.y wife full freedom of opin1on and. discuss1on, for

married life should be a partnership, with the wife as equal partner.

I want

to live in a separate house of 1If¥ own after marriage."
The following table (Table VII) Bugests that when Hindu _n and wOllen

do think of the quailties which they most desire in mates, those pertaining
to "character" are cons1dered most important.

This means that the p1cture of

a des1rable mate is pri.Jllarily in terms of "reliability" rather than a question
of the qua.1.1ties which affect merely the "personal relationship" between husband and. wife. 6

6tn American studies regarding the qualities looked for 1n mate selection,
the eJRphasis is on personal qualities affecting mutual relationship. See
Burgess and Locke, !!!!. Pamill, pp. ,"-74.

TABLE

vn

QUALITIES DESIRED IN MATESa.

Men

Women
Single
Young Marrieds

Qua.lit1esb

Single

Character

41

,

17

11

Equal1ty

:54

7

12

,

Well educated

28

1

9

2

Bome Role

21

7

-.

Personal appearance

16

2

1

Soc iabi 11ty

1,

--

4

--

Personal relationship

10

12

5

55

21

Total

aRoss, p.

Young Marrieds

20

258.

b.rhe qualities included in the tollowing categories were: character: tor
nves--highly moral, modest, chaste, virtuous, noble, pure; tor husbands-generosi ty, integrity, courage, courtesy, trustworthiness, truthtulDess.
EqualitZl coapa.n1on, triend, partner, co-Yorker, guide. Personal relationship:
loving, understanding, sympathetic, helpful.. The Home role desired by aen in
the1r vives included her being a good mother and housekeeper, and accaa.pl.1shed.
Wealth and social status as the criteria ot choosing one's partner 1n

II,
'II
"

I,

life are being steadily replaced by personal1ty characteristics as the deterllinant factors.

Purther, the tact that a growing number ot men and yaaen

I',

;,1
,"[

demand that they should be consulted and even have a free hand before they are
wedded also indicate this healthy upward trend. 7 Even the criteria suggested

7Bate, Hindu Woman .!!!!! .!!!!: Future, p. 58.

III"

II

i',1

I'

,

9'
for selecting their tuture partners for happy marriage such as compatibility
of temperament, etc.
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indicate the trend of the changing views regarding

marriage and family life in an industrial City.
The Rising Age of Marriage
Early marriages are traditionally prevalent in India.

By marriage the

bride shifts from the "domination" of the father to that of her husband.
According to Dr. K. M. Kapadia, it was easier on the bride if this transfer
occurred before the girl arrives at "the age at which she could question the
authority of the husband. ,,8

Pre-puberty marriage for girls began in the

higher castes and was gradually taken over by the whole society
prestige.

8.S

a matter of

Child marriage meant that the bride learned to fit into the ways

of the new household and carr)" on its traditions to a much greater extent than
girls who marry at a later age, for the child bride changed her environment
'before she had becaae too strongly attached to her parents and family, a.nd
before she was "too deeply i_rsed in :f'8.m1ly customs to be able to change to
the new home."9

As she was in a subordinate position to her husband and in-

laws, she had to fit into the new pattern with no aha.nce of "asserting her
own ind.i viduall ty. It

Though the age of marriage has been traditionally low in India, there is,

however, an upward trend in the averase age at marriage over the past decades.
The best estimate available for urban areas, based on Government of India

8x:apadia, Marriye ~ P'ami3,z
9Ross, p. 246.

!!!

India, p. 142.

National Sample Survey figures, ind1cates a rise trom 1,.6 to 15.4 years in
the average age at marriage of Ind1an girls between 1921 and 1951. 10
Mr. Ma.nka.dll made a study of the age of marriage in 1934-'5, but his
study does not appear to be tully indicative of the general trend of Blndu
marr1age at the time because 1t was restr1cted only to one h1gh caste.

Mrs.

Desai 12 studied the lives ot 900 middle-class Gujarat1 women living in Bombay
1n the early 1940's.

Ber sample 1s unrestricted and therefore more represen-

tative of the middle-class trend in Bombay.

Unfortunately, she has not divided

her sample into generation groups, with the result that one cannot see the
change as clearly as with Mankad's or Kapadi~'s study.

Dr. K. M. Kapadia1,

undertook two inquiries in Bombay, one in 1950-51 and the other in the middle
1950' s •

In the first he studied 148 marriages since 1941 and in the second

256 marriages of graduates.

The group studied in 1951 was d1vided into tvo

groups: those below the age ot 35 and those above it.

They _y thus be taken

as representative ot the "present generat1on" and the "tather's generation."
This saaple ...,. a.lJso be taken as representative as it 1s drawn from different

lOwat1onal Sample SurYey (Government ot India) periodically conducts
sooio-economic SU!"Ye18 having the whole of India under geographical coverage.
Source: Mura.ri MajUllldar (Indian Statistical Institute), "Ages at Marriage and
Marriage Rates in India," unpublished paper read at the International Populat.ion Conference <New York, September 11-16, 1961), p. 2.
11B. L. Mankad, "The .Age at Marriage, tt Journal of the Universi tx of Bom~ (Ju~ 19'5), 105-110.
- - l2nesai, pp. 214-16.
13tcapa.dia, "ChaD&ing Pattern of Hindu Marriage and family," pp. 161-92.
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TABLE VIII
AGE

or

MARRIAGE OF WCI4D

Ma.nka.d

Ace

of

Marriage

(1934-'5)

-

or B<JmAya

Desai

Xapadia

(1945)

(195()..51)

Present
P:lther's
Generation Generation

4-1'

7»

,,;

14-15

24

49

16

2

1,

17-18

1

Above

It~padla

(1955)

Below

Recent MarrIages

" "

2';

~

'9
16

22

19

10

1,

15

12

12

21

26

:54

19-20

6

17

17

23

21-21+

1+

6

16

17

1

2

4

,

25-27

5~

I

I

III

aApprox1laate perceJ'ltaaes of replle. recelved f'lt<a the surveys of Mr.

II,

Mantad, Mrs. Desai and Dr. Ka.padla.

parts of lkDbq and includes difterent groupe.
is a very small sample.

The main drawback 1s that it

The reault of these different stud1es wheJ'l put to.-

gether does 1ndicate a gradual rise in the age of aa.rriage of waaen.

The

flaures re:present approx1llate :percentaps of the replies in each survey.
In the aoat recent
Kapadia in

.t~

of the ace of arriaga, i.e. the one of Dr.

1955, 22 :per cent of

34 per cent between 17

and

the walen married between

11+

18 years, 2, per cent between 19

and

16 years,

and. 20 years, and.

f
1,li

I,I

\
'II

21 per cent between 21 and 21.

This shovs a considerable rise in the age of'

marriage of girls in 1935 and 1945, as indicated in the surveys of Mr, Ma.nkad
and Mrs. Desai.
The general upward trend in the age of' marriage is supported not only by
the age at which married interviewees had married, but also and especially
fram the age at which single interviewees wish to marry.

K. T. Merchant 14 in-

qutred into the views on marriage of Hindu youth in Bombay, Paona and Gujerat,
in the years 1930-'3, and obtained the following data. (Table IX) on their opinion of the "proper age" at which a. girl should be married.

TABLE IX
APPROVIED AGE or MARRIAGE FOR GIRLS: VIEWS EXPRESSED BY HIlIDU Y011I'H
IN BOMBAY, POONA AIm GUJERAT {193O-l9'3)a

r:DfA.LES

Approved Age
for Marriage

Approved Ace
for Marriage

Bombay

Gujarat

Poona

12-13

4

4

1

14-15

29

29

16

15

1

16-18

102

57

42

16-18

18

8

19-20

19

14

7

19-20

17

9

21-25

9

4

2

21-25

II

9

aJC. T. Merchant, Cha.gins Views .2! Marriage ~
193'), p. 70.

!!!!.

Bombay

GuJarat

PaJDill (Madras-Bombay,

'J7
In the late 1950's, Aileen D. Ross15 carried out a survey regarding the
age of marriage.

Table X suaaarizes her tindings.
TABLE X

AGE OF MAlllUAGE OF MARRIED IIfrERVIEWEES C<J4PARED TO AGE
AT WHICH SIlOLi IlTERVIEWDS WISH TO MARRY

AGE

AGE
(yrs. )
10-1,

or

Old Marrieds
Husbands Wives

-

12

I

MARRIAGE
Young Marrieds
Husbands Wives

-

-

Single Men
Husbands Wives

2

I
II ~

5

'I

14-15

-

4

16-18

6

7

-

12

19-24

l}

4

19

14

25 and
over

9

-

15

Total

28

27

34

-

"

DESIRE TO MARRY

I

Single Women
Husbands Wives

-

-

4

..

-

14

4

7

25

4

5

1

25

22

9

8

-

-

-

-

'!'his table shows a definite trend. to an older age ot marriage tor men.

The difference is much more marked tor the age at which older women interviewees were married and the age at which single women wish to marry.

!i
"

Fourteen

women interviewees had been married by the time they were thirteen years of
age and twenty-eight more by the t1Jle they were eighteen years old.

A larger

rf
I"

Ii

15Ross, p. 249.

I",

I,

number of the younger married women had been married between nineteen and
tventy-tour than the older married wemen.

In contrast, the single men seemed

to pref'er wives in this age bracket, and none of' the single wClD.en wanted to be
married bef'ore nineteen years of age.
This trend in the desire for a higher age of marriage is largely due to
the industrial occupat10nal structure in the urban areas and to related factors
such as prolonged education.
A boy

WAO

is expecting to support his wife and children on the 1ncaae

fraa his Job aust wait until he has finished his education and procured a job
before th1Dking about marriage.

tinder a Joini-family system the young man was

assured of f&1lily support and he knew that h1s future lay- with the joint-family
enterprise.

lIrow, the girl or her gua.rd1a.ns will not be so eacer as formerly

to settle her marriage with a ;young man until his prospects becalle clear and
his ultimate social and econcaic status can be predicted with

SOlIe

confidence.

This usually means after he has finished his education and secured a job.
The difficulty of securing Jobs by persons of low educational
qualifications has driven more and more persons to seek higher
education and hi,her education has invariably .ant cClllparatively
late marriages. • • • Increasing res1stance on the part of young
men to set entangled in mtriaony t11l they are settled in life,
has also operated in the same direction. The d1:f':f'iculty of securing sui table youag . .n for lira and the diff1culty of meet1ng the
marriase expenses are othgr factors tha.t have contributed to a rise
1n the marriageable age. l
For a wcaa.n 1n Bombay todq educat10n has become a necessity both for
her economic independence and for marr1ase.

A college educat10n 1s des1red

16Census of India, 1951, XIV, Part I, pp. 107-1.
08
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if' the f'emale is to be a worthy partner in marriage.
erally' tinish high school before the age of' 15.

Girls today do not gen-

Granting at least f'our years

of college education, a girl would not be ready for marriage bef'ore 19, and
hence this is a desirable age f'or marriage.
When the Child Marriage Restraint Act was passed in 1929,11 early marJ!"i&.ge
was the characteristic feature of' Hindu society.

In the thirty years that

have passed since this legislation there bas been a distinct ehange in the
outlook of' the people, and this has been reflected in a gradual rise in the
age at marriage.

lew legislation must attempt to give expression to the

changed conditiona and outlook.

The Hindu Maniage Act ot 1955,18 by retain-

ing the minimum marriageable age at 15 (as in the Child Marriage Restraint
Act of 1929), ignores not only' the evils of' early marriage but also the recent
trends in view ot the data presented here.
The rising age of' marriage for women is an indicator ot women's desires
for b.oIIes of tbeir own rather tb.&n living in a joint-f'amily.

A bride is now

a young wcaan rather than a child, with greater experience of' lif'e and a
greater teeling ot independence.

This is particularly' true ot girls who have

attended college and have had a. job outside their haaes bef'ore marriage.

There

is a growing tendency tor these young women to want to marry men who want to

11After various attempts to abolish child marrieses, the Child Marriese
Restraint Act vas passed in 1929. This legally raised the age ot marriage tor
boys to eighteen and tor girls to fourteen. As the Act had not the necessary
torce to make it effective it was strengthened by an amendment in 19'9 and
later in 1955, which 1II8.ke the imposition ot stricter pena.lties possible. In
spite ot these laws, bundreds ot child ma.rriages still take place allover
India.
1800vernaent of India, Hindu Marriage ~, ~ (lfew Delhi 1955).
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live

a~

tram their joint-families, and can afford to set up separate house-

holds on marriage.

This provides a better opportun! ty for greater companion-

ship between husband and wife and also gives them greater facilities to run
their homes as they wish and train their children without interference.
Bot only the age at which _n and waaen
.y!.

JIIalT)I',

but also the difference in

between husband and wife is important in determining their relationship.

The traditional attitude that tbe wite is cOllpletell' subordinate to the husband is more likely to t1 t in with a large ditference in age than equal age.
It the difference in the age at marriage narrcws; and at the sa. time women
become more equallJr educated to lien, then tru, traditional attitude between
husband and wife is likely to break down into one of more equal authority and
sreater companionship.

Bo tactual data is available, however, to state defi-

nitely that the traditional

ace differenee in marriage

has been narrowing

down.
Gradual Shirt troll Cute ED401Pl to Caste Exo8!!l in Marriye
Treditiona.ll¥ the Hindus bave endopmous rules l.1JI:1ting the selection of
a mate.

The Hindu cC8l.UJlity is divided. into a number

endogaous groups.

at castes which are

Until recently breaches ot caste endogaay were pmished.

by excoamuanication tram the caste. l9 Caste exercises a tremendous influence

19nDS8 ley Davi" points out the severe penalities which a caste can i ....
pose on members who transgress its custOJll8.l7 behaviour. "Wot only is he unable to ma.rr;y beyond (the caste) liaits; he sq not even eat or drink. with
members of any other group nor may he saoke tram. their "huqqa." Be often
finds it difficult to get any one to cook his food; and it he dies, there will
be no one to perform. his obsequies, and his body JBay' have to be removed by
scavengers. tI Davil suggests that in some cases caste is a spur to migra.tion,
for it may induce an individua.l to move to a.n industrial city where his
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over its members as it touches a man's life in all his social relationships.
An eXCOllllllW1icated individual found his life miserable a.s all services in the

Village were refused to him.

In industrial towns, where social and economic

serv1ces could not be refused, the rigour of excCl'llllUnication is sometimes
brought home to the recalcitrant member by refusing to him the co-operation

ot the members ot the caste on such occasions as marriages and funerals when
the need ot co-operation from one's cOlmllmity is keenly felt.
The Hindu Marriages Validity Act,

1949, enacted that "no marri... between

Hindus shall be deemed. to be invalid or ever to have been inval1d by reason
only of the fact that the parties thereto

be~onged

to difterent relig10ns,

castes, sub-castes or sects.,,20 However, the moral force of caste 1s still so
great in the villages, and. the Hindus are still so caste-minded, that it is
questionable whether legislation alone will break the ice in the rural areas. 21
That the role of caste in the Joint family should be considerable is not surprtsins, since caste has a large occupational camponent, which can be more readily controlled in an agricultural
SOCiety than in a highly mobIle, rapi4.ly changing industrial society
Wi tb its proliferation of new occupations to wh1ch the old caste
syst_ is not perfectly adapted. In the city, the occupational
eomponent ot caste changes more than the mar1ts.l component, but

1dent1ty can be h1dden. This would be particularly true ot people of lower
castes. Davi',KiDgsley,!!!! Population .2! Imia ~ Pakistan (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton university Press, 1951), p. 108.
2000vernment ot India, ~ Hindu Marriyes Validi ty~,
Press, 1949), p. 1.

1949 (Government

2lx. S. Rao, "Caste and Joint Family in Kera.la.," Soeiological Bulletin
IV (September 1955), 129; N. Akhuri, "Socio-cultural Barriers to Rural Change
in an last Bihar Canm3n1ty," Bastern AnthrOpologist, II (Marcb-August 1958),
219.
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both changes reflect changes in the incidence ot observance of caste
teachings, if not any essential changes in the ideology of caste itself' • The changes trOll the joint to the separate teaily in the city
are sometimes accompanied by changes in the observance of caste. But
there is no logical reason Why caste taboos cannot be maintained in
a society ot separate tamil1es. 22
Intercaste marriage is nowadays a much discussed subject in the industrial
urban areas.

Pifty-one per cent ot 513 married university graduates in Bombay

interviewed by Dr. Kapadia23 expressed their willingness to give their children
in marriage outside their own caste.
ture fram custom.

C.

s.

workers in the city of

Only one-third were against this depar-

Pati124 in his survey of the lower... salaried industrial

Bomb~

found that while 51 per cent stood definitely
,

for marriage outside caste only about one-tirth were against it.

What he f"ur-

ther toutld vas that, while in the ease ot persons above thirty-five years ot
age 40.6 per cent tavoured and 38.6 per cent resented it, the respective percentages in the case ot persons below thirty-five were

56

and. 14.

Patil fS

observations do not merely show the change in terms of generation but also ind!
cate the change that is sweeping over those who Uve in industrial towns whethe
they have or have not received higher education.

This is indeed an encouraging

trend il1 the march toward the ideal ot a "casteless" society.
Wi th the advent ot modern industrial urba.n1zation, two major changes in
the caste system have taken place.

One

is the :freedom in the matter of choice

22If1mkott and Gore, p. 35.

2~padia, Soeiologacal Bulletin, III,

1'.

24C • S. Pat1l, Sociological Bulletin, III, 210.
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of occupation and the consequent extensive shifting of the 014 occupational
boundaries of caste.

The other is that, with the growth of industrial cities

in IDdia like Bcabay, people in large n\11libers baTe flocked to th_.

Under pres

sure of necessity, eating in factory canteens has become a normal practice in
cities, although it is a serious break with the 014 ideal of "caste purity."
Ra1l~

and bus travel is another factor militating against caste distinction

a.nd increasing social intercourse among members of different ca.stes.

This

process, extending over a long period, has by now weakened much of the rigidity
of the caste social code,25 so much so that tod~ there is a general feeling
that caste is rapidly dying out in Bombay and other industrial towns of India ~
In India • • • the old social forms have continued and still have
considerable vitality • • • it is only with the outbreak of the
second world war that the full impact of modern industrialization
was felt by India • • • • India is today passing through a transformation of a pr1JBa.rily agricultural rural community into a new
society where industry and modern modes of life will take an increasing share. Old social institutions have decay-ed or are in a
process of fast deCa.y-1na. 21
The caste-structure of Indian society i8 "fast deca.y-1ng" in the industria.l
urban area of Bomba.y.
faai4r patterns.

s!!

This 1s being reflected in the changed marriage and

With increased intercaste marriages (including marriage

25.08 1 P. Gist, "Caste Differentials in South India," American SoeiolOSiReview, XIX (April 1954), 127-28.

26x.

A. Busia, ''Socio108'.Y in a Ra.pidly Changing Society," International
Journa.l ~ Comparative Soeiol2Sl, I (March 1960), 75.

2111UJlaY'Wl Kabir, "Higher Education in India and the Study of the Social
Sciences," Introduction to the Teaching of the Social Sciences in India,
(tmESCO), 1956, pp. 16-i87 - -

1:1,1
:,
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between subcastes) the adjustment of newly'-weds to lite in the joint-f'am1ly
will become increasingly difficult.

A very important factor, which eased this

adjustment in the past, vas the fact that married. partners came from the same
subcaste having the same social outlook aDd customs.
in intercaste marriages.
of joint-family' living.

But this factor is absent

Hence inter-caste marriqes will lead to a break-down

CHAPrER V

THE PXERGIlIG PAMILY P.M.W.rERN IN BCKBAY

The Emerai!!, Pattern: P'rom Joint-hmig to Nuclear J'llJIliq

The preceding chapters have dealt with the joint-family and indicated the
forces in the industrial urban society of Bombay that are brins1ng about change
in its structure.

Whateyer else ma;y be said about it, it seems clear that the

old structure and pattern of the Indian joint-family
are unsatisfactory for
,
a larp number of city dwellers in Bombay.l

Qui te possibly SOlle of the emo-

tiona! attitudes and obligations of mutual concern and aid characteristic of
the Joint-family will continue to influence all family relationships in Boa-

bay for a long t1.me to co., even after the
has broken down.

~Bical

Jointneas of the family

Such influences may help to preserve

SOM

of the more endur-

ing values of the indiaenollS f811lly traditions in the new _rging pattern of
family life in Bombay.
There are many tensions facing the Joint-family in Bombay.
family has been the BlOat important for transmitting culture.

This type of

PreYiously, the

Joint-family tult111ed the maJor needs--econOllic, SOCial, ph;ysical, and also
prOTided psychological security to its members.

It arranged for the care of

the aged and the ahildrenj it passed on the traditions, values and accepted

lc. RaJasopal.a.n, "Bombay: A Study in Urban Demography a.nd Ecology, It
Sociological Bulletin, IX (March 1960), 19.
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code of' behaviour.

Each member of the family had an ascribed status in rela-

tion to other members of the fam1ly, and. also 1n relation to SOCiety at large.

The performance of re11gious rites gave the familY' a sense of unity and bound
them to the ancestral tradi tiona.
The

JIIaD;Y

forces of industrial-urbanization which are presently actina on

this familY' pattern in Boabay have brou&ht about much contusion &lid frustration
A new

pattern appears to be emerpng in Bombay.

tional. meaaure of breakdown in the
a weakenina of its social bonda.

~lcal

There is therefore a trans i-

aspects of the Joint faailY' and

There is a general demoralization associated

with this partial breakdown, especial.ly 8ince no healthy a.lternative has
emerged..
It seems that physicallY' the nuclear faaily, CCIIlposed of parents and
the1r UDIIIarl"ie4 ch1ldren, 18 slowly coming into belBg, 2 but in IIOst cases the
obliaations and relationships of the joint-fam1.:q pattern are eaotiona.lly and
mora.ll.7 retained in var;ying degrees.

This is aJ.most a social and econOJB1c

nece8Bi ty, in the absence of adequate substitutes for the old tsailY' :f'unctions.
ADd this in the long run may pave the way tor a new pattern tor the nuclear

2The Census of India of 1951 adds some evidence ot the decline ot jointfamily living. In sampling the households, it was found that the mediUlll type
of household (4.. 6 persons) was the most numerous; the "very large" (10+ persons) type was evident in onl:y one out of sixteen households. The Census concludes:
Such a large proportion of small households is a prima facie
indication that families do not continue to be "joint" a.ccording
to the traditional custOllS of the country and the habl t of breakiDS away fraa the Joint-family and setting up separate households
is quite strong.
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family diff'erent froa the more or less individualistie ideal of the West.

But

since this is something which has to evolve over a long period, the tension
between the traditional ideal and the individualistic ideal is present in al..
most every family situation.
peets.

This has both its demoralizing and creative as-

On the one hand, the tension may becom.e a. source of conflict disorgan-

izing the family relationships, and on the other hand, it

JtS.y

lead the way to

a new healthy pattern of family life on a. new basis.
Changing circumstances in India are causing families to separate
at an aecelerated rate, and forcing many family members to adjust

to new conceptions of rights and responsibilities alaost overnight.
It is highly probable that few nuelear families in India e'ftr CODlpletely eut off' all feeling of identity ~th, or responsibility to,
their ancestral families, even if this feeliK only takes the form
of guilt when they avoid family obligations.'
Any cb.a.nge from known patterns to new and less well known patterns, no

matter how desirable they are, involves a certain amount of restlessness and
uncertainty. 4 The question which will face the Indian family of the future in
the industrial-urban area of Balbay i8 whether or not the increase in the
nuclear family pattern will bring with it the problems and difficulties which
have been associated with it in Western societies.
'!'he fora of the family is a aost taportant social concern because it is
in the family that the persona.llties are formed and the basie ideals and attitudes of people shaped. 5 It is in the int1Jlate fSldly sphere of relationship

~ss, p.

67.

4Ghurye , p. 26.

5v. Bonac, "The Significance of the Family for the Situation of Society
Today," unpublished paper read at the International Population Conference
1

loB
that the virtues of love, kindness, co-operation, sernce, justice, lawfulness,
truth I freedom and the like are Jtade a part of the individua.l as he grows into
adulthood.

SeTer&l ap8ci1"1c points need :turther cOJl8ideration.

First, the question ot choice of partner for marriage.
attitudes related to the selection of mates are changing.

The ideas a.nd.

However, many parents

still feel com.pletely horrified when a son or daughter retuses to marry the
one whom. they have selected or when they (tbe partners) theuelves make a selecSa. ot the orthodox Hindu section even go to the extent of believing

tion.

that this is t.aoral and sinful and should be stopped.
the emerl1ng urban family structure I we

real~e

marriages have to be considerably llOdified.

:But when we consider

that in the new setting arra.ne;eo

A pattern ot "guided choice" is

gradual.J.;r "olvinS which retains the responsibility ot the parents to guide
and direct and at the same time gives opportunity for the expression and chOice

ot the ind.ividual person. The advantages ot this pattern are obvious in that
the e.phasis is rightly placed upon the personal and lIlUtual relationship ot
man and YClIII8.l1J but at the s,.. t1ae this relationship is set vi tbin the broader
social context ot

tSBl:U~

responsibility.

For this purpose it 1s necessary for

parents to realize that their children should be permitted and encouraged to
make their chOice ot partners in a responsible manner having consideration tor
all those factors which help to make marriage successful tor the persons con-

cerned.

:Religious and aocial welfare agencies should provide means wi thin due

social control whereby YOUDC people 1118¥ . .et one another aDd grow to understand
each other better.
The second quest10n is in regard to the age of marriage.

Early marriages

are quite prevalent in the villages but are being discouraged in the industrial
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urban communities because of social, psychological, and economic reasons.
Early marriages in the rural agricultural societies

II.fq

not have had any

ha.rmt"ul consequences in regard to the upbringing of the children because the
wif'e lived under the guidance ot older umbers of' the Joint-f'amily.
born became the responsibility

ot the entire taa1ly.

An.v child

But in the urban situa.-

tion the rearing ot children aDd their intor..l educat10n are becOlling al.most
solely the mothers' responsibility (at course, with the help ot the husband).
A respon.sibility ot this magnitude can be shouldered etfectively only by those
who

have learnt to think and 11&11&88 tor th.eaaelves.

:pected to provide a coheren.t and ccaplete

pi~ture

The JIOther will be ex-

ot the world in which the

child has to live.
One iaportant change in 8. aother' s role that comes about in nuclear f'amilies with the new division of' labour is that she beccaes the pivot around
which the taa1l1' revolves.

In taailies which approx1ate th.e ccmpanionahip

type, mothers are the chiet orpnizers ot the ccapllC8.ted schedules ot fu1ly
...mel's. Meals, work, education, aports, relilioue activi ties, holidays,
health aDd countless social and aasociationa.l cla:1ll8 IlUSt all be co-ordinated
s1t1ll.f'ul.ly it the tamil1' ia to function at all _oothly.

'l'h1s is a tremendous

task in a busy urban f'am1l1', and the mother needs to be a particularly adaptable person to carry it out sucaesatully.
One of the major changes in taa1ly structure, as it moves from

an approximation ot the institutional ideal type to a nuclear
tor.a, i8 this change in the positions ot father and mother, tor
the patriarch ot the large extended taa1ly played much the saae
p!vota! role as the mother now does in nuclear tamilies. 6

6Roaa , p. 87.
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Thirdly, the relationship between husband and Wite.

When industrialize.-

tion atfeets the strueture ot the joint-tamily and it breaks down into a single
family unit, the relationship between husband and Wite undergoes a. major change
The Wite gains a. position

ot lIlore 1Ilportance because she is older when married,

typically has lIlore education, and there are no longer elder relatives in posltiona ot authority over her.

Moreover, if the wife bas grown up in

9.

nuclear

family she will be more a.eeustomed to equalitarian relations between husbands
and wives, and will tend to expect them in her own ma.rriage.
Reducing the disparity between the ages ot husband and Wife will mak.e tor
better adjustments in an urban tamily.
too

yOUDg and

It tbe husband is too old and the wite

inexperienced it makes a mockery ot marriage tor they cannot

tunetion as real eOlllpanions, which is necessary in a small-unit tamily.
Regarding reraarriase, a general survey ot Indian social history makes
evident that Indian society has tacitly upheld a double standard ot morality,
one tor wcaen and another tor lIlen.
lIlarriages •

It has attected ideas and practIces ot

A woman should be a virgin betore marriage and. should remain true

to her husband even atter hi. death.

There is no such condition tor

9.

man.

The tmposition at restrictiODS on widow-remarriage is a result at this a.ttitude. 7 The widowers, ot course, could remarry any DUIIl'ber of times.
they were old, they married

)'OUDg

Enn it

girls, who usually' outli..,.ed them. 8 The

7JC. Da:ndekar, "Widow Remarriages in Six Rural Coaanunities in Western
India," UDpublished paper read at the Internationa.l Populationa.1 Conterence
(New York, September 11.. 16, 1961), p. ,.

as.

H. Alarvala, "Mean Ages at Marriage and Widowhood in India," unpublished paper read at the International Population Conterence (Hew York, September 11-16, 1961), pp. 4.. 6.
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consequence was the 1ncrease 1n the number ot Widows.

Law todq perm.!ts Widow

remarriage, but soc1al disapproval is st111 strong 1n the v1l.lages, though it
1s changing 1n the urban c0llllllUn1t1es like Bombay.

It public opinion tavours

remarr1age ot Widows as it does that ot widowers, then every widower

DlEq

be

able to find a wite trOlll aIlOng the Widows of his age-group.
rourthly, the parent-child relation.

W1th the growth of the nuclear type

of tamiq 1n Bom'ba7 and increased 1nvolvement with affairs ot the outs1de
world, the control and authority ot the parents over the1r children has seemingq weakened.

This, too, of'ten tends to create tens10u between parents and.

children. 9 Parents feel that the younger 8~eratioo is becca1q too 1mependent and disrespectful, whereas children feel that the parents are too dicta.torial and somewhat old-fash1oned.
It IlUSt be r_eabered that the nuclear f8ld.q is not self'-suftic1ent
enoup to meet all the soc1al, ecOllOJldc, educat1onal, religiOUS, cultural aDd
recreational needs of its .abers. 10 In the rural JOint-t_Uy, all these
needs )fere generall.y met within the faa11¥' itself.

Through tradit10n aad long

usage, the taa11¥' acquired a unity ot purpoee which reaolved conflicts 1n the
f'u.l:f'1lment ot man' a varied needs.
1n relat1ve harmony.

The 41fterent funct10na were carr1ed out

But nov the m.embers ot the nuclear ta1q have to J01n

var101.1S 1nat1tutiona and usoc1&tiau outs1de the hoae tor the tult1lment ot
theae aeveral needs.

Their loyalty which 1n the v1llap setting was entirely

9M. Sav1ta, "Soc1al Change and the Parent Child Relationship in the Middle
Class Hindu Paa1lies," Journal E! Social Sciences, I (January 1958), 91-92.
lOsylvester A. Sieber, S.V.D., Lecture-notes in "Seminar on the Pami1¥'."
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for the family, is now divided among several agencies.
Sons and daughters in industrial. towns 11ke Bombay are becOlll1ng increasingly dependent upon these outside agencies, because the family is unable to
meet their crowing needs.
Under these Conditions, the parents, who IlS\V' have 11ved their 11ve. in a
different envir01'JDlent, have to become a 11ttle more understanding about the
needs ot their children.

They should not prevent thea troll becCll1ng active

members of outside &ssociations but should on the other hand IUide thea to
become good JDeII1bers ot pt"oper &ssociations.
the earl1' years ot the child.

To be able

t6

This guidance has to begin from
guide more effectively, parents

will have to try to understand the needs ot their children.

Without mutua.l

understanding and respect between parents and children, children are apt to
treat their haae merely as a place where the7 eat &Dd sleep.

Young people

can no IIOre find a static secure enVironment in the city as in the old village
connmmltiesj they Will have to live in an enVironaent which 18 constantly
chanciDc and otters them treec10m at choices.

Theretore, the parents have to

so di8cipline them. that there gradual.ly crows Within the children a sense of
selt-discipline aDd responsibility_
The J'OWftPr generation shoulcl also bear in mind that it Will be a tolly

to ccapletely disregard the autborityof parents.
1s only' chaos and contusion in the haae.

Without authority, there

It 1s true that some ot the modes of

exercislns authority prevalent in the joint-t81l.1ly structure

JUq'

appear quite

unreasonable to the children but modifications may be brought about by dra.wiDS the parents' attention to thi8 tact rather than by rebelling against them.
"The ript relation between freedoa and authority have to be learned in the

11,

home, if democraey sboo14 succeed elsewhere."
l'1f'thly, PaIliq Weltare.

'!'he f8Jl1l1' bas offered the greatest aecurt ty

to the inMvidual in Illdian society.

Witb the greater industrialization of

the ccnmtJ'Y' a:ld. the dew10paent of urban life, tbere is a definite weakening,
aDd ill some cases a complete disintegration, of famtl1' life.

As industrial

urban life becCBeS .ore and more cOIIlplex, the famtl¥ is liJr.el¥ to be exposed.
to greater stress. l l The c~ty, theretore, cu help to prevent the weakening ot tbe urban faa1l¥ by aiding illdiviclual taailies to solve the cc:aplicate4 problems created by cc::apl.ex cirCUlllStaaces.

Worldq il'1 co-operation vi th

properq organized. t81lU:y weltare a.pncies, as in the U.S.A., the cC8IIUn1'by
can create specific services tor the benetit of families b7 helping them to
deal vi th proble. ot health, education, econal1.c lite and personal relationshipe.

The service. to assist the taa1l¥

can be further exten4ed. to provide

tor the better care ot srovinc children. 12
'lhe impetus tor starting agencies tor c.... work service 1n Bombay has

coae traD the West, especialq the U.S.A.
Bombay was orpnized in May 1950. 1'

The first tamiq welfare agency in

The initial 1Ilpetus tor its establishment

eaae trc& a fev philaathropio persona who had
and value

8(111t

understanding of the need.

ot t81l1ly ease-work. With the financial help of the I. M. Wadia

Charitie., Amerioan

WODI8D'S

Club, Sir Dorabji Tata Trust, and the cooperation

llR1chard M. Titaus( "Industrialization and the
Review, XXXI (March 1957),

6,.

!!!!

,.11.7,"

Social Service

12Arabai B. WacUa, "Some Aspects ot Family Welfare in India," Marriye
Fud.~ Livil',!l. XVII (Aupst 1955), 226.
l30cwernaent of India, Social Welta.re

.!!! lidia, p.

lao.
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of the Indian Conterence ot Social Work, the agency started functioning and
a trained social case worker was appointed.

The Bombay Mothers' and Children 'E

Welfare Society allowed the agency to have its office in the society's premises vbere its services are available to aU persons 11'1 need, irrespective
of caste or creed.

It receives reterrals frOll Government hospitals, juvenile

courts, child guidance clinics and private indiViduals.

Requests tor rehabi-

litation ot unmarried mothers and delinquent children, tor investigation into
a prospective ad.option home, tor settling cases of marital discord, tor
counselling on personal problaas, tor follow-up work for certain hospital
d1scharps and other probleaa ptrta1ning to tll-health, are being received
in increasing number••
It i. true, unfortunately, that the tamU.1' weltare agency is sometimes
contronted with situations vb1ch aJlear more or le•• insurmountable at present
Financial inadequacy, the indifference and ignorance ot the Jll&SSeS and the
consenative outlook of sose ot the Hindu institutions are important lim ting
factors.
The taatly wlfare agency at DeUsle Road, Bombay, is the only agency of
its kind. in India so tar.

ThOUSh the agency is still in its infancy

and its

actiVities are limited to Bombay city only, it has great potentialities tor
developtent in future.

Its contribution in the tield of tamily welfare, so

far as bringing about better faa1ly adjustments in indiVidual eases is eoneerned, cannot be over-emphasized.

In course of tiM it vill give a lead 11'1

developiD8 various organizations for meeting the UDmet needs of families and
tor edueat1n& taaiUes in f8Jl1ly liYing • Though at present the agency is
pt"ovid1ng more of curative service in cases of faa:1ly breakdowns, it plans
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alao to develop preventive services in the near fUture in order to prevent
faaily maladjustments.
It i8 pos8ible that, in due course, v1th the help ot the generou.s contributions of the public and of the local, state and Central Governments,
this &Ceney may start branches in different parts ot the cOUJltry.

Or this

may aene as a model to be followed. by other fa.m1ly veltare agencies that

m87 deYelop indepmdently in various industrial towns ot India.

A new-work

of such epneies With their services properly coordinated will be able to
organise the rel10n in wbieh they exist into a living toree for conserving
4esirable values in tamily aa4 QOID\U1ity lite as well as for controlling the
rise and spread ot anti-social behaviour and v1p:1ng out the breeding spots

ot delinquency.
Sixthly, social .ecurity • Another feature of the emerging .mall unit
family in Bombay, which needs attention, is that it cannot any longer provide
econOJDic security to its _Iibers as did the joint-family.

The joint-family

took care ot its aged, sick, disabled, orphaned and w1dond members.
provided not only economic but psychological security.

It

With the progressive

disintearation of the Joint-taa1ly in Bombay, there is a growing destitution

and plans tor providins the needed security must be drawn up by society.
The Bombay 1l'DlplO'yee.· StateI:naurance Seheme14 is a very cOllllll8ndable
bea1nn1q.

As the city advance. in industrial urbanisation, economically

lI01"e and .ore people should be covered by this or simler sche_s ot social

II

ill

I
I

14.rhe Government ot Bombay, ~ Bombay ljD.p!mes State Insurance Scheme,
Bembq

1955.

I'I
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insurance.
With the people and the Government of' BcII'bay becoming actively concerned
about this U})8ct of' the inf'luence of' induatrial urbanization, it must not be
f'orgotten that the aged and the orphans need psychological and. emotional. securi ty aloDg wi tb the economic.

Orphanages and homes f'or the old do take care

of' the econoa1c needs 'but they have proved quite inadequate in providing the
necessary psycholoC1cal and. eBIO't1oDal sat1sfact10n to the 1n-.tes vh1eh vas
and. still is provided by the joint-family in rural areas.

At this POint, the

local cCllJllllUn1ty can render very important service by pl.aJm1.ng f'or the care of

the aged, the poor, the handicapped, and the ~orphana.

If' INch matters are

made the sole responsibil1ty of' the State, institutiona tend to beccae 1mJersonal.

Much of the :tinanc1al assistance aay haft to ccae trca the state.

But the local c01IIIUDity can gift the hUll&l'l tou.ch without which personal values
are lost.
Woman IS Role 1n the Daergiy

Famig

and. Society of Bombay

Urbanization has brought a revolutionary cha:np 1n the status of Indian
women.

It has "emancipated" them.

The breakdown of the joint-family 1n Bombay

has two major influences upon the young brides.

The first is that the woman now has becCllll.e the mistress of her own haM.
She no longer has to live under the dictatorial and 0JPressive treatment of

her mother-in-laVe

Purthel"llOre, as a member of the joint-family she was en-

gaged in domestic chores f'r0ll morning until night, with no time which she
could. call her own.

But nOW' various agencies in the city are providing ser-

vices anct ,ooU to Met the needs of the family.

This affords the housewife

\
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80ft

la18ve, which can be 8pmt creativeq, Jr0Y14. . .be has deftl0pt4 lnter-

e.te whioh an helptU tor .ocia1 and pel"HuJJ.t1' d.eYelopaent.

lJ1 thie .1t\18-

tloa 8he &.lao . . . . to 4 • ..,.10p eel:t-oonftde.c. in oN.r to be able to act on
ller

and

own lld:t1atl..... Sh. cu no aore depend. uJOa her in-lava tor directlon

_clue.

u 1a the rval taai17.

Seeontl.1', 'ttl"
BOY _....

break1q aw&7 fr(a the J01Dt-tu117 the huabaD4 an4 the 1I1t.

tlle OllPOrturd.t7 to kncnr .ach other _t_r and 4rntlop a t ..Una ot

eGaJl8ll10D8h1p ltuecl on

loY..

rue

atu41ng .lIhaaette the poa1tloa

l!lu.a relatiouh1» of loft antl _t.ual lIDIl.r-

ot the ".... in the .,... crt the hll8'baad.. Be

...al• • her aot 0I'1l7 tor the !label' ot ohll4ren .he ltean or the larp 4t:1ft7

.he ltr1... (the7 .tl11 do haft lntluenee), but alae tor the 1Dtr1aa1c ,.r.ODal.
tuaUt1.. .he ,........

(It 1. ao 4C!Nbt V . that 1n certain c.... the di8-

coy..,. ot ,.reoaal. ,uaUt!•• ..,. No_ d1ea}1J01atlD1i lMat at leut the ......-

_at Vill be

'baa" on vtaat • ,.,8_ 1•• )

IIl4_trial vlMmisat10n has alao

on..4

to

v_.

t.U epJIOl"t\m1t7 to YOrt

tor "..... 0Cbun'" B1IIkott an of 1Ze oF-IliOll "bat capl..OJMat ot -.-en baa
pl.aJ'e4 a .1pU'10ant part 1a the eMIlol,..t1_

ot

¥eM"

1n the

w••t .15

To a

oerta1n eneat .. cu "alao • ., that tllllutrtal uftlo)ll8Jl1i baa hel.,.. the

_ _ lpatloD of Ial1u vc:aen. It le MOcatq laereu1nal7

C-.oB 1..

Jcoa'bay

tor ...... to take up ...107Mnt eat e11....141.. the taatq 1110_. 'lhll8 u an

eaf'Il1DC

"'1'

8lle tee18

tut-

0'UleI'v1•• wre bel....... cmq

quaUt1e4 to
~

..u

the hulNmd..

40..tle 4eolelona vh1eh

Beo--.:1o ln4eJUU.ee __ e
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the woman conscious ot her rights.

Worki!l8 outside the home and cOIling in con-

tact Vi th other people a.l.so broaden her outlook.

Husbands in III&DY cases are

happy at the prospect of their wives letting Jobs tor it is an added source of
income to . e t the faatly needs.
Urban conditions have also attorded yomen opportunities of education.
Parm1kkar writes that "Hindu orthodoxy UDdel'll1ned its own citadel when it perm tted the education of voaen. ,,16

The Iliddle class in Bombay baa been the IlO8t

enthusiastic in send1nc g;1rls to schools and colleges.

Fducation aacle th_

realize the II&nJ' injustices _ted out to th.. in IDdian society.

The educated

WOllen have formed. wceen's organizationa, sucq as the Woaen. 's India AsSOCiation,
the All-India Women's Conterenee, etc., and now c_pa1gn for the uplift of
their less fortunate sisters in other parts of India.
It

~

be noted that these opportunities and facilities which urban con-

ditions provide to women for their personal development .., create a f.tly
pattern conducive to JlUtual ud deeper personal relations or they JU.Y increase
fu.1ly tensions and. lead to cl1voree • SOM of the advanced countries of the
West have sutfered because their Mn and vOIII.8n did not realize that these new
opportunities afforded. by society through urbanism also pla.eed. upon their
shoulders greater responsibilities.
In the nuclear urban faa1ly, the wife can no aore be considered. Just
another person to york according to directions given.

She has

to be a com-

panion ot the husband and also responsible for the proper upbl!'ina1D8 ot the

~.

M. Pannikkar, Hindu Society!!

!!!!

Cross .. roads (Bombay 1956), p. 71.

i:
I'
I

'.'.:1!:
i
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children.

A WOIII8n who has not learned to think independently cannot pertorm

the duties ot a Wite and mother the wrq she is expected.

The husband wbo has

11ttle contaet With his other relatives also has to seek help and advice on
crucial. utters f'rClll his Wite • Moreover , 1n the urban situat10n the mother's
influence SDd personality is ot the utmost s1gn1t1cance in moulding the values
and attitudes of' the ehil4.ren.

Therefore every woman especially in urban

areas, has to be provided. the opportunity for developing her ptrsona11ty •

She

haa to have a correet understanding of the world in which ber children are to

live, tor then ODl;Y ean she prepare
In Bombay toda,y, YOIII8n have

t._

to take their proper place in society.

signit1cant~

openings tor work.

Not. only to

earn soas mouey by employment in industry, but also to enter the professions
and build careers tor tbemselves.

There is no area of public lite in Bomb8\V'

society today where Yalen are not making a real contribution.

Theref'ore, the

special role of' woaen in the larger spheres of' SOCial lite as distinct f'ram
their role in the fa.m:1ly as Wite and mother, needs seriously' to be thought
out.

Al.ready

nurSing, teaching and social weltare are recognized areas where

women by their natu.re have a large part to play.

And there is a natural gra-

vitation of' working women to theae spheres of' activity.

Even in the profes-

sions which have been traditionally the prerogative of' men, the partnership

at vcaen

has brought a new quality of Ufe.

After all, with growing mechani-

zation of' work, men have made themselves successful aa cooks and in other
roles vb1eb have been traditionally women's JObs.

Indeed, old boundary lines

are lo8ing their meaniq in a technicall;Y developing society.

It means that

respouible pu"tnership between men and women may ennoble life literally :f.n
every valk ot Ute.

120

It is gratifying that in India, the rights of 'WODlen have been granted in
the :f'und.a.mental law of the land without a struggle.

Recently the State by

passing acts 1n respect to marriage, divorce, succession, adoption and maintenance has given a generous band. to emancipate woEn. 17 Though achieved in
law, emancipation is yet to be realized in practIcal life.

Nevertheless it

should now be possible to develop the idea of men-women co-operation as the
basis of healthy developent in family, State and society.

DBancipation

itself, whether already or yet to be realized, should be viewed 1n the light
of its social purpose, namely tree and responsIble partnership of' men and
women in all walks of Ufe.

122i

l7The Govermaent of III41a (Publications Division), Hindu Marriage ~,
(Rev Delhi, 1955).
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